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Comparative Analysis of Russian Speaking Social 

Media Platform and the Impact of Computational 

propaganda 

Abstract 

The author studies the most popular social platform among Russian speakers using 

the mixed-methods approach in order to describe the impact that computational propaganda 

has on the platform itself as well as on the society built around the platform. In addition to 

this, the author also answers the question of whether a growing presence of computational 

propaganda can lead to the ultimate abandonment of the network on the part of its audience. 

Consequently, the author comes up to the conclusion that, on average, V K has a 

striking presence of social bots with 24.6% out of the total comments in six major sampled 

news communities - RIA, LIFE.RU, RT in Russian, R E N TV, R B K and Lentach. The author 

also categorizes the tendency of generating comments with computational propaganda. As 

it turns out, social bots are much more active on working days rather than on weekends. The 

author draws the conclusion that a huge proportion of social bots on V K are run by human 

beings presumably working for a particular specialized agency and not by artificial 

intelligence programs. In addition to this, after conducting a series of interpersonal 

interviews and analysing the results, the author concludes that users are not likely to fully 

abandon the network due to the personal attachment that they have to the network. 

Keywords: computational propaganda, discourse theory, Russian-speaking, V K , 

mixed-methods, comparative analysis, political agenda 



Komparativní analýza ruské sociální sítě a vlivu 

propagandy 

Abstrakt 

Autor zkoumá nej oblíbenější sociální síť rusky mluvících pomoci několika různých 

metod. Cílem výzkumu je charakterizovat vliv propagandy na tuto sociální síť a zároveň i 

na aktivních uživatele V K . Autor se také zabývá otázkou, jestli rostoucí přítomnost 

propagandy může vést k tomu, že významná část uživatelů zcela danou platformu odpouští. 

Následně bylo prozkoumáno šest významných komunit (RIA, LIFE.RU, RT, R E N 

TV, R B K and Lentach) a autor dochází k závěru, že průměrná přítomnost propagandy na 

V K v komentářích těchto komunit je 24.6 %. Mimo toho autor také popisuje nejčastější 

tendencí spojené s vývinem komentářů se zřejmou propagandou. Výsledkem toho je závěr, 

že největší část propagandy na V K je generovaná reálnými lidí, nikoli umělou inteligenci. 

Důvodem k tomu závěru je aktivnost těchto uživatelů, tím pádem je významnější část 

propagandy generována během pracovních dnů než o víkendech. Kromě toho, po provedení 

rozhovorů a analýze myšlenek rusky hovořících, autor dochází k závěru, že uživatelé nejsou 

ochotni odpouštět síť kvůli osobní preferenci této sítě i přesto, že procento přítomnosti 

propagandy je opravdu obrovské. 

Klíčová slova: počítačová propaganda, teorie diskurzu, rusky mluvící, V K , smíšeny 

výzkum, komparativní analýza, politická agenda 
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1 Introduction 

In the modern world, the presence of the phenomenon called "computational 

propaganda" is becoming more and more visible to users across different platforms of social 

media. Following its growing presence and significance, the phenomenon has already been 

researched, with its impact analysed and described in the Western hemisphere in English-

speaking communities. However, it is still yet unknown how users in Russian-speaking 

communities built around social media react to the overwhelming presence and relatively 

high frequency of information containing bits of computational propaganda, also known as 

fake news. The author, as a former user of Russian social media, has a genuine interest in 

analysing the phenomenon. 

In addition, it is also wise to think of whether the impact of related algorithms is crucial 

in terms of the effect that they produce on the user experience of individuals using 

applications that are extremely popular in Russian-speaking societies. Of course, it is crucial 

to think about the problem in the context of political instability and turmoil, whose severity 

is becoming more and more visible for observers outside of the community as well as for 

people going through it daily. 

Nevertheless, social media long ago became an integral part of almost everyone's daily 

life, and it is vital to understand how people can exploit vulnerabilities of those applications 

to persuade and enforce target audiences to follow an offered political agenda. A l l in all, the 

author's research is extremely relevant in the context of recent events: the attempts to 

intervene in other communities using fake news and computational propaganda have been 

rising in numbers over the past years, and it is crucial to understand the mechanism, 

meaning, purposes and also the effect that those clandestine techniques have on societies 

built around social media in Russian-speaking communities. 
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2 Objectives and Methodology 

2.1 Objectives 

This diploma thesis explores the strategic use of computational propaganda or 'fake news' 

discourses in Russian-speaking communities using a mixed-methods approach grounded in 

discourse theory. In context, there have been previous studies that have already focused 

extensively on the political elite within Western or Anglo-American typologies of'fake news'. 

However, in Russian-speaking countries, it is not yet clear whether or how computational 

propaganda influences the political public sphere, where social media platforms serve as a 

growing tool of discourse. In other words, this thesis aims to develop a typology or metric, 

which can shed light on how Russian speakers view computational propaganda in relation to 

their political and social lives. 

The objective of the following thesis is to analyse the impact that computational 

propaganda has on users actively utilizing Russian social media platforms and on 

communities built around those platforms and answer the question of whether the presence of 

aggressive computational propaganda can lead to the eventual abandon of a social network 

based on the example of VKontakte. Apart from that, the author seeks another objective to 

quantify the presence of computational propaganda and also to understand i f messages 

containing computational propaganda are generated by artificial intelligence or humans 

working for affiliated institutions. Effectively, the author's objectives can be summed up with 

the following series of research questions that are answered in the diploma thesis: 

1) What is the average presence of social bots in percentage terms in the biggest news 

communities on VKontakte? 

2) How do Russian speakers perceive computational propaganda, and can it prompt 

them to abandon the network? 

3) Are social bots on the select social media platform managed primarily by humans or 

artificial intelligence programs? 

12 



2.2 Methodology 

The methodology of the work consists of both quantitative and qualitative methods, 

whereby the use of a mixed methods approach will be incorporated. The qualitative 

approach will be represented by a series of semi-structured interviews with participants 

(subject matter experts) from three cases (countries), by which a coding method (thematic 

or narrative) will be applied to draw correlations from the data. The quantitative part of the 

project will consist of a content analysis with data from the Russian-speaking social media 

platform VKontakte, a popular mechanism of mass communication in Russian-speaking 

countries with a help of specific script to capture comments published by users. 

Following the content-analysis, the author will focus on drawing insights from data 

using statistical indices, such as seasonality index and chain index. These findings will be 

used in tandem to explore the topic and draw conclusions regarding the usage of social 

media applications and their potential to influence political discourse in Russian-speaking 

communities. For the pertinent statistical analysis, the author uses basic techniques 

described by James (2013). 

One of fundamentals statistical measures used by the author for the analysis is mean, 

which is calculated according to the following formula: 

y™ x-
x = (1) 

In addition to the calculation of the mean, the author also considers the chain index to 

explain daily changes in the number of comments. The chain index is calculated according 

to the following formula: 

Chain Index (%) = — * 100 (2) 

Moreover, the author also incorporates the technique of seasonality analysis, where 

seasonality indices for the days of the week are calculated. 
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(3) 

According to the seasonality index, the author can draw essential insights about the 

tendency of users to publish comments. Whenever the index is above 100%, it means that 

activity for a particular day of the week is higher, while the value of the index lower than 

100% suggests that activity is lower. For a better interpretation of the results of seasonality 

analysis, the author subtracts 100% or 1 from calculated values in order to better visualize a 

decrement or an increment for a particular day compared to the average activity. 
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3 Literature Review 

3.1 Computational Propaganda 

3.1.1 Concept 

"Allpropaganda is lies, even when one is telling the truth. " 

George Orwell (Orwell, 1942) 

George Orwell, whose quote serves as the foreword to the following thesis, became 

famous for writing an anti-utopian novel that shed light on a prototype of a society of the 

future where the state sets total control over everything that inhabitants of the country do, 

what they think about, and what they say. Furthermore, the fictional state, in a sense, 

encourages its people to follow a particular role model where an individual blindly follows 

the main political agenda while being highly influenced by propaganda. In fact, 1984 served 

as a precaution rather than an instruction, and little could the author of the novel, George 

Orwell, imagine that in less than almost 75 years after publishing his famous novel, the 

information society and technological progress would extend their large digital hands to 

offer political regimes and different political parties a new way of influencing one's choice 

and manipulating with political preferences of masses with the help of computational 

propaganda. 

Computational propaganda, according to Oxford University, is the use of algorithms, 

automation, and human curation to purposefully distribute misleading information over 

social media networks (Woolley, 2018). It is vital to understand that any government, 

independently of the kind and nature of the main political ideology used and also regardless 

of whether it is a highly liberal or a conservative one, seeks many fundamental objectives, 

and re-election is among the most important ones (De Haan, 2014). Almost certainly, among 

the main methods used by governments, there are those that help the authorities to persuade 

the country's inhabitants to believe that the country is moving in the right direction under 

the rule of the current government and, quite often, finding an effective and, what is more 

important, a fruitful technique is a relatively complicated and time-consuming process. 
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Nevertheless, the transition from industrialized societies into the information ones with 

the help of the technological progress transformed every imaginable corner of the world. 

Now, people are offered a chance to find their target audiences wherever they wish under 

the condition that information will be distributed on the platform widely used by the 

community and in the language understood by audience. The growing importance of social 

media increases not only the role they play in the lives of people, but also increases the 

frequency with which political campaigns, movements, parties, and regimes tend to use 

those platforms to spread their ideas. However, spreading the information and justifying 

one's views usually has no boundaries, and quite commonly, those spreading propaganda 

through social media, tend to distort the real picture and generate information containing 

"fake news", i.e., purposefully altered bits of information and facts that are not true and 

serve as a tool for damaging the reputation of people and organizations against whom they 

are actively being spread. The logic behind it is quite simple - by vilifying the opposing 

party or ideology, institutions actively engaged in the use of computational propaganda 

could quickly gain the affection of masses influenced by them and, as a consequence, win 

followers or, what is more important when talking about parties and governments, voters' 

preference (Gelfert, 2018). 

Undoubtedly, the effect of computational propaganda can differ from society to society 

as its success might be significantly affected by culture, the number of alternative and 

independent media available in the country, recent history, and the current role social media 

play in the daily life of people. Regardless, recent studies prove that computational 

propaganda is present almost everywhere, including also the countries which top the lists of 

the most liberal and democratic ones. Yet, there is one significant difference related to those 

more democratic regimes- the more independent media a country has and more freedom of 

media there is in the country, the less obvious this propaganda becomes as people become 

more sensitive to obvious cases of propaganda (Glaser, 2013). One of the recent examples 

is the case of the French Elections in 2022, when one of the candidates, Eric Zemmour, 

reportedly relied on computational propaganda on Twitter to persuade more people to vote 

for him thus gaining votes and affection of masses (Carpentier, 2022). 

So far, the French presidential candidate is definitely not the only individual or 

representative who saw an excellent opportunity in using computational propaganda. By far, 

16 



there has been almost no doubt about the existence of cyber troops - specially trained units 

or teams whose main job is to constantly produce bits of information by the agency hiring 

them. A l l in all, it is possible to classify those troops according to the type of coordination 

they have: 

- Decentralized - sponsored either by particular individuals or companies pursuing a 

political goal like getting elected. In this case, the information that is actively being 

spread may vary from one unit to another. 

- Centralized - cyber troops serve their purpose in the name of an entire political 

regime of a given country, and quite obviously, there are almost no deviations from 

the main agenda set for all units. 

A recent report from Oxford from Figure 1, indicates a list of countries with the highest 

capacity of cyber troops. Among them, it can be clearly seen that countries with absolutely 

different statuses of democracy all share something in common - they do all, to some extent, 

rely on computational propaganda but with just one exception: whenever a country tends to 

have a lower index of democracy and liberty (see Figure 2), this country is considered to be 

closer to authoritarianism rather than to a full democracy, e.g. Russia, China, and Saudi 

Arabia. Effectively, cyber troops of those countries and similar regimes are classified as 

centrally coordinated ones while, on the other hands, countries classified as democratic ones, 

tend to have primarily decentralized coordination (Bradshow, 2020). 
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Figure 1, countries with the highest capacity for cyber troops 

Country Recent 
Activity 

Status Coordinated 
Cybertroop Team 

Resources Spent Coordination 

• China Permanent 6 Centralised 

— Egypt >/ Permanent 6 Decentralised 

India >/ Permanent 6 Centralized 

Iran V Permanent 6 Centralised 

Iraq Permanent & Somewhat Centralised 

o Israel Permanent 6 Centralised 

u Myanmar V Permanent 6 Centralized 

H Pakistan Permanent & 6 Decentralised 

Philippines Permanent & 6 Centralized 

Russia s/ Permanent & 6 Centralized 

E l Saudi Arabia Permanent & 6 Centralised 

Ukraine >/ Permanent 6 Centralized 

c z United Arab Emirates Permanent & 6 Centralised 

United Kingdom Permanent & 6 Decentralised 

E United States Permanent & 6 Decentralised 

Venezuela <s Permanent 6 Centralized 

D Vietnam Permanent 6 Somewhat Centralised 

Source: Bradshow, 2020 

In other words, it is wise to highlight once more that computational propaganda is quite 

likely to be present in all kinds of regimes, but when talking about countries with more 

freedom and pluralism, it is still fair to conclude that cases of computational propaganda 

there are primarily driven by individual candidates and political activists trying to improve 

their electoral situation. Clearly, the question of computational propaganda is quite 

ambivalent, and the world behind it is nonetheless ambiguous, too, so the author will 

continue in the next chapter focusing on a more detailed breakdown of the goals behind 

computational propaganda and traditional propaganda in general, according to other studies 

(Bradshaw, 2020). 
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Figure 2, G20 economies classified by the index of democracy 

G20 economies by GDP and by Dl score and ranking 

United States of America 
China 
EU27 
Japan 
Germany 
United Kingdom 
India 
France 
l:a y 
Canada 
South Korea 
Russia 
Brazil 
Australia 
Mexico 
Indonesia 
Saudi Arabia 
Turkey 
Argentina 
South Africa 
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I 8.16 
^4" 
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567 
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I 6.81 
I 7.05 

Dl 2021 rank 

26 
148 

124 
47 
9= 

[86=~ 

103 
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Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2022 

3.1.2 Goals 

When thinking about the concept of computational propaganda and propaganda as a 

whole, it is fair to say that there is no way of defining a universal goal for spreading 

propaganda in society without defining the set of sub-goals that are pursued alongside it. 

Before defining those goals, it is essential to mention that computational propaganda is just 

a form of propaganda and specifying a particular set of goals that prevail only within the 

concept of computational propaganda without any relation to the original concept of 

propaganda itself is not sensible, since one is just a form of another broader and much 

complex concept. Thus, it is possible to say that any propaganda, regardless of its form and 

nature, has two particular sub-goals - neutral and fabricating. The neutral goal of 

propaganda is about shaping, strategizing, and communicating a political message in such a 
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way as to persuade people, a specific kind of audience, or even an entire nation to act in a 

particular way. Upon taking this action and sending a particular message to the masses, 

institutions spreading propaganda proceed further and take a look at the way how people 

would respond to those messages shaping a general opinion about a particular phenomenon. 

Then, those "agents" and institutions assess the result and, in the case, i f it is not satisfying 

and there are no changes in the way how masses think, the system of communication or the 

method used is recalibrated so that the result could potentially improve (Jason, 2015). 

The other goal of propaganda lies in fabricating knowingly untrue information. By 

doing so, people, organizations, and even phenomena whose presence or influence seems 

rather harmful and dangerous in the eyes of the ruling party get discredited in the eyes of 

society. The process of discrediting an opponent or alien ideology boils down to the 

repercussion that society willingly starts to follow a particular role model while also having 

a strong belief that alternative ideas are simply harmful or even dangerous to their world 

whose security and prosperity can be ensured by the domestic approach familiar to them -

the only true and rightful one, according to people believing in this kind of propaganda 

(Jowett, 2018). 

Undoubtedly, two goals sometimes tend to go in the foot with each other, thus leading 

to the ultimate one - getting as many people as it is possible to believe that someone's agenda 

is true while the other one is not only dire but also morbid to their society. People and 

societies which are highly affected by the presence of propaganda and, more importantly, 

societies where propaganda cases are relatively successful, i.e., goals mentioned above are 

being successfully met, tend to lack an essential process as critical thinking. Critical thinking 

is actually something that helps people to take a look at the same phenomena through 

different lenses and decide for themselves what is right and what is wrong. As it can be 

assumed, the whole presence of such a process as critical thinking among ordinary people 

is seen by those agents as one of the biggest obstacles since the desired effect might not be 

fully reached due to the fact that those people would be capable of distinguishing between 
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unbiased and biased communicated messages and the ultimate goal will not be achieved 

(Paul, 2006). 

Figure 3, goals of propaganda 

Source: Jason, 2015 

As was described above, propaganda does not only increase the popularity of a 

particular movement or agenda, but it also creates the black and white world - a society 

where there is just one ideology or opinion that is always the right one, and on the other 

hand, there is another one which is poisonous and contagious for the environment and must 

be avoided and eradicated at all costs. Clearly, those goals are not always being met since 

they largely depend on the list of factors, including recent history, traditions, culture, and 

the chosen method. Still, when talking about computational propaganda, it is imperative to 

understand one aspect that makes this kind of propaganda different from others - a necessary 

condition for delivering any computational propaganda is the presence of the Internet, 

whereas platforms, where propaganda is actively spread are all connected to the world wide 

web (WWW). Therefore, it is possible to come to the conclusion that due to the Internet, 

agencies and institutions actively using propaganda can not only influence the domestic 

population on popular local platforms, but they can now also try to meddle with the domestic 

affairs of foreign countries and promote a particular point of view that is beneficial for them. 

In other words, among the two main goals of traditional propaganda, there emerges the third 
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goal that can also be pursued thanks to the very concept of computational propaganda, and 

that is intervening in foreign societies in order to manipulate with opinions of foreign 

nationals in such a way that it would be beneficial for the country launching a propaganda 

campaign. Over the course of the previous decade, it is possible to distinguish major cases 

of computational propaganda campaigns that had not presumably been launched by local 

institutions but from institutions outside of the targeted country - Taiwan and a massive 

social campaign against their president in 2017; the U S A and the devastating attacks against 

Hilary Clinton that presumably cost her a presidency in 2016; Cyber-attacks against Ukraine 

where the initiators of the attack were pursuing everyone to believe that the tragedy of MH17 

(a civil plane shot down) was caused by the Ukrainian negligence (Jamieson, 2020). 

The author used the word "presumably" in the previous paragraph for a straightforward 

reason - even though it might be quite logical to assume who is the one behind those 

campaigns, it is, in fact, very complicated and almost impossible to put the blame as well as 

to put official charges against someone in those cases. Why so? The International Law is 

concerned, and the very essence of the international law leads to the situation, where there 

are practically no ways of forcing one country to change the way how it acts without 

breaking the principle of their sovereignly. For this purpose, sanctioning them seems a 

logical choice. 

In addition to the goals mentioned above, it is possible to distinguish a narrower set of 

goals that does prevail in computational propaganda specifically, and those goals are: 

1) Actively supporting the government (pro-government strategy) 

2) Attacking opposition (anti-opposition strategy) 

3) Distracting (trying to shift the focus of the audience from the problematic topic) 

4) Suppressing (trying to shut down those public opinions that go against the desired 

ones) 

5) Polarization (dividing societies by polarizing opinions and setting people against 

each other) (Bradshaw, 2020). 
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3.1.3 Techniques 

Numerous studies justify the assumption that propaganda has existed for ages, i f not for 

centuries. Clearly, it is pretty apparent that propaganda that took place 500 years ago is much 

different from the one that is currently seen on a daily basis (Clack, 2021). In fact, the goals 

might have remained the same, but one crucial difference took place - the level of 

technology. The main objective of technology, i.e., the set of knowledge, skills, experience, 

and techniques, is to offer people a chance to change and transform the environment to create 

tools, machines, products, and services to meet their needs and desires. Evidently, pursuing 

one's political goals and ambitions has something to do with the way how people interact 

with technology and what output they desire to get from it (Clack, 2021). 

Technology does not only offer those institutions an option to generate bits of 

information containing propaganda and related messages, but technology also offers them a 

chance to be heard by large masses and target groups. Clearly, the 20th century's level of 

technological advancement was not offering political regimes a chance to be heard in every 

corner of the country in a similar manner to how it is possible today, so the regimes back 

then were getting used to methods that had proved to be the most effective ones back in the 

past. Thus, it is possible to distinguish that in the paperback age, when journals, tabloids, 

and papers were the only source of information, the most effective way to spread propaganda 

was through caricatures, pictures, and articles that were to be published and distributed 

throughout cities (Staal, 2018). 

In Figure 4, two examples of caricatures can be seen - one from Nazi Germany and the 

other one from the USSR. The cases of two regimes that had proven themselves to be highly 

dependent on the power of propaganda, and this figure shows a perfect representation of 

how an alien or opposing ideology can be depicted in such a frighting way that people living 

in those societies would instantly decide for themselves who is the enemy and which party 

should strongly be supported in order to prevent another party from destroying cities, 

endangering lives and erasing cultures. 
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Figure 4, two propaganda machines portraying each other 

Source: Hennepin County Library. Digital Collections, n.d. 

Nevertheless, as time went on, technology also advanced, and the emergence of 

television completely changed the way how matters stand with regard to the transmission of 

messages and information containing literally anything, also including propaganda. 

Television, which was initially seen as a real luxury to ordinary people, soon became an 

integral attribute of a typical 20th-century family. Hence, the new degree of propaganda 

could have been achieved through the direct and daily transmission of meticulously planned 

reports and stories - people back then were not even required to buy a paper because they 

could be influenced directly in their homes. In a sense, television can be considered the first-

ever case of computational propaganda to some extent since an advanced technology was 

firstly ever used for the purpose of sharing biased information to listeners, regardless of their 

desire to hear given information. After all, propaganda tends to prove itself to be highly 

effective when a similar message is being repeated over and over again over an uninterrupted 
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period of time. Quite evidently, television was a perfect tool for making the goals mentioned 

in the earlier chapter come true (Clack, 2021). 

A l l in all, as time progressed, television was soon replaced by the fruit of the Internet -

social media. Platforms, where all kinds of information and personal experience could be 

shared and easily accessed, were seen by authorities as a brand-new toy to manipulate one's 

opinion and beliefs, and soon, propaganda slowly reached social media and started spreading 

there at a high pace. Clearly, all methods and platforms for spreading propaganda and 

influencing people use tools whose main purpose was rather different (television was 

initially created to keep people entertained, and social media for connecting people from all 

over the world and sharing experiences). As it was mentioned earlier, propaganda campaigns 

use platforms that are most popular among people at particular times. Given the fact that 

people do get almost all information from the Internet today, it is quite obvious that modern 

propaganda does not consider paperback publications as their main platform anymore. Still, 

it is essential to describe the exact way how computational propaganda tries to make goals 

mentioned at the end of the previous chapter come true. According to the very same report 

published by Oxford, among the main methods used in computational propaganda, it is 

possible to distinguish the following techniques: 

1) Media manipulation (creation of fake news and other controlled media whose 

purpose is to spread lies which is advantageous for another party) 

2) Data-driven strategies (use of political advertisements) 

3) Trolling (online harassment of anyone whose opinion does not correlate with the one 

desired by the government or political movement) 

4) Mass reporting (coordinated reporting of an individual post or entire independent 

media that will force social media to either flag or take down accounts of opposition) 

5) Amplifying content (active promotion of given content through tools) (Bradshaw, 

2020) 

Undoubtedly, when comparing computational propaganda with other propaganda 

techniques used before, it is possible to conclude that this kind of propaganda is highly 

advanced and can be much more successful given the number of different methods that can 

be incorporated. 
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Of course, with such a large span of possible techniques that can flood a given social 

media platform, it is almost impossible for a regular user not to come across computational 

propaganda today. Hence, there is a logical question arising from the very description of 

those methods: can this high presence of computational propaganda and numerous 

techniques somehow negatively influence the user experience of people using social media 

in Russian-speaking communities built around the most popular social network called 

VKontakte? Can an increased frequency of posts with propaganda lead to the ultimate 

abandonment of the platform on the part of a critically thinking audience? The author will 

focus on answering these questions in his practical part. 

3.1.4 Effect on Society 

Apart from the potential abandonment of social media, which is yet to be proven, there 

is a series of much more dramatic and crucial repercussions caused by propaganda that 

shaped the history of humankind in the 20 t h century. 

"He who controls the past controls the present. He who controls the 

present controls the future. " 

George Orwell (Orwell, 1949) 

The quote mentioned by the author above is a perfect depiction of what can happen in 

societies highly influenced by propaganda. Sometimes, and it is possible to find numerous 

examples in the history of the 20 t h century, when a given regime was constantly trying to 

distort the past in order to present it in a given advantageous way that will, later on, be used 

for justifying a particular action in the future. In other words, whenever propaganda does 

distort the past, it prepares the ground for meticulously planned political actions that can 

easily be justified later. 
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One of the most obvious and horrific examples of manipulating the whole community 

and forcing it to believe that the main cause of all their misfortune lies in a given minority 

and making people believe that the whole nation has fallen victim to the dark plot is the Big 

Lie campaign happened the 1930s in Germany. The Nazi party leaders, who wanted to get 

rid of the wealthy minority of Jews and nationalize their wealth, launched a massive 

disinformation campaign where they did blame Jews for plotting against Germans prior to 

the economic turmoil. As a consequence of this campaign, some Germans who might have 

not really had anything at all against the minority of Jews slowly grew to hate them and 

ultimately expulse them from the country or even outrightly kill them. Undoubtedly, there 

is no way to claim that Germans, as a nation, are prone to any hate or contempt for others, 

but what had indeed occurred is one of the disastrous drawbacks of propaganda - people are 

simply following the path paved for them (Welch, 2014). 

Figure 5, "the war is his fault." German anti-jew poster 

Source: Hennepin County Library. Digital Collections, n.d. 
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Of course, an example of turning one ethnicity against another is just one of the possible 

consequences of propaganda. Undoubtedly, the worst possible drawback of brainwashing 

an entire society can be a direct armed confrontation between countries or even alliances. 

Given the scale and audiences that can be targeted by computational propaganda, it is 

downright frightening to even assume what dispute could occur as a consequence of 

intensively contaminating a society with computational propaganda. In addition to this 

powerful potential to cause wars and increase hate between different nations, it is also 

possible to say that one of the most considerable modern consequences of computational 

propaganda is its ability to directly meddle with given elections by spreading disinformation 

against one's election opponents. What, in fact, could be even worse is the fact that an 

initiator of the given campaign can even be another state that is trying to directly intervene 

in the foreign elections so that a candidate supported by this country and loyal to it will be 

elected and that he would follow a particular political agenda that is beneficial for the 

country that had previously won the elections for him. Of course, the most obvious example 

of this is the United States presidential election in 2016 and the events that followed later 

involving Russia (Baines, 2018). 

A l l in all, among the three consequences mentioned above, one consequence is 

becoming more and more widespread in the 21 s t century and is the creation of an information 

bubble and further isolation of communities. The information bubble is the sphere of 

information that people in a country currently have access to and sometimes, regimes try to 

strictly limit the access of users to foreign sources and media. In highly oppressive regimes 

that tend to use propaganda and rely on it as a primary tool for increasing their supporters, 

the creation of this bubble and further isolation of the domestic population is ubiquitous, and 

the main purpose behind it lies in isolating people from the outer world and making them 

perceive information from only government-approved sources. By accomplishing this, it 

would inevitably lead to the reality where the domestic population can be easily manipulated 

as well as can be easier lied to. Furthermore, locals can even stop trusting other foreign 

independent media or sources of information while believing that they are untrue, and the 

only truth is spread in their information bubble by the approved media (Woolley, 2018). 

However, there is also another concept that is needed to be mentioned in the context of 

further isolation of communities on the Internet. Sometimes, social media and personalized 
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web themselves isolate people and communities by creating a "filter bubble" - the concept 

suggesting that search engines and social media are equally able to isolate people by offering 

them personalized content based on their searches and preferences while failing to offer an 

alternative one. Thus, people become entangled in the situation, where they are unable to 

break the bubble, and it leads to serious polarization of communities and the emergence of 

biased media. The mentioned phenomenon is believed to have had a significant influence 

on Brexit, Brazil's elections, and the US elections in 2016 (Bruns, 2019). 

Clearly, there are many serious and crucial consequences that inevitably have 

drawbacks on all spheres of human activity within communities that might even include 

putting the fate of an entire country at risk i f the candidate lobbying the interests of another 

state wins either a seat in the Parliament or the presidential race. In the next paragraph, the 

author will focus on the Russian-speaking community and the main platforms used there. 

3.2 Russian Social Media 

3.2.1 Background 

Back in the middle of the 2000s, the active expansion of the Internet and digitalization 

of societies gave light to numerous start-ups whose main idea was to allow people from 

different parts of the country or world to seamlessly connect with each other and share 

personal experiences, opinions, and beliefs. 

Following the series of start-ups being launched and some closed, Facebook came and 

became the unanimously claimed leader out of all social media. The network slowly started 

to set its foot into other countries and societies, but quite frankly, the platform did not really 

succeed in Russia and other Russian-speaking countries due to various reasons, including 

scepticism about foreign intervention into private lives, meticulous moderation with filtering 

of the content and bad localization alongside with just a few contents provided in Russian 

which is either a native language for people living in the post-soviet environment or lingua 

franca for others (ComScore, 2009). 

Thus, the market was almost empty, and local developers came up with various ideas 

of how to create a successful analogue of Facebook for the post-soviet community. In March 
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of 2006, the first-ever Russian-speaking social media platform was launched under the name 

"OdnoKJiaccHUKu" meaning "classmates" in English. The primary purpose of this social 

network was to connect people who were once either friends or classmates and who were 

unfortunately scattered all over the vast post-soviet area without any means of getting in 

touch with each other (Chvanova, 2014). 

Following the creation of the pioneer, in October of2006, another social network known 

under the name "BKoHmaKme" meaning "in touch" in English entered the market. The 

platform, which is also the main focus of the following thesis, was created by Pavel Durov, 

who had largely been influenced by the success of Facebook, so he decided to create 

something similar while at the same time focusing on the specificity of his native community 

while also not narrowing down the platform's audience, as Classmates did by establishing a 

social network for primarily connecting once parted aged and grown-up people. 

Figure 6, V K and Facebook interface comparison 

Source: VKontakte, 2020 

Shortly after the launch of V K , the third founding stone of Russian social media was 

introduced under the name of "Moil Mup" or "my world" in English. This platform served 
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as a complementary tool for finding people and sharing information alongside offering 

people a chance to create their own email address associated with their "world." 

Thus, the Russian-speaking community was influenced mainly by three social media 

platforms that were competing with each other. Over time, however, V K has proven itself 

to be more advanced and advantageous due to the large number of investments made into 

expanding the media from an ordinary messenger to a multi-functional platform where 

people would be given an opportunity to do literally anything, starting from playing simple 

flash games, sharing videos and music without any moderation nor control at all. 

Figure 7, convergence of audiences 

Source: V K Business, 2015 

Nevertheless, the growing popularity of one social media platform does not necessarily 

mean that people will be using only one. As it can be seen in Figure 7, many people from 

Russia did, indeed, have their accounts on numerous platforms simultaneously, as of 2015. 
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Still, it is possible to draw a conclusion that other social media did lose in the long-

lasting battle against V K , and by 2015, the active audience of V K continued its steady 

growth while the audience of other social media started to shrink by 2014, as it can be 

observed in Figure 8. 

Figure 8, audiences of Russian social media platforms over time 

Source: TNS, 2015 

Hence, it is possible to conclude that, indeed, V K became the most popular and 

influential social media platform for Russian Speakers starting from 2014, and this evidence 

justifies the author's choice of V K as the main target platform for this diploma thesis. 

3.2.2 VKontakte 

3.2.2.1 Governance 

After briefly introducing the world of Russian social media and the establishment of its 

three founding stones, it is essential to take a look in more detail at the development that 

was taking place inside the social network of the author's interest. V K , which was originally 

created by one IT specialist who was a fresh graduate from Saint Petersburg State 

University, was initially planned as a forum access to which would have been offered 
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exclusively to students of his alma mater. After realizing the potential of his startup, Pavel 

Durov changed his vision and started to invite his friends and acquaintances, and by doing 

so, the network expanded until eventually succeeded in becoming more and more influential 

thus becoming a major platform with active users from all over the post-soviet world 

(Enikolopov, 2020). 

As it usually happens, the creator of the platform, when seeing a real opportunity to 

become the number one social media across Russian-speaking communities, recruited a 

team of young specialists consisting primarily of his former classmates. Expansion of the 

network created a need for maintaining the social network and further improving it. At this 

point, it is possible to say that the team and managers running the social network did not 

really think about moderating and filtering out the content shared on the platform since the 

head executive of the company, i.e., Pavel Durov, had a strong belief that everyone should 

be given a completely free choice of what to do, what to write and what to share regardless 

of the way how society would see it As time went on, V K became the number one platform 

with over 100 million active users, and according to the CEO of the company, the Russian 

government proposed him a deal whose essence was to share the private information of users 

affiliated with the Ukrainian Revolution with the Russian Federal Service of Security. Pavel, 

according to him, had no other choice but to sell all his shares and step aside from the 

position he had been occupying for almost seven years (Ermoshina, 2021). 

Thus, when summing up the reign of the creator of the social network over his start-up, 

it is possible to say that the main principle was to let everyone share whatever he or she 

wanted and not anyhow cooperate or obey recommendations given by any government. 

Eventually, Pavel's controlling share was bought by the Mail.ru group, and as a 

consequence, the social network started to slowly impose more control over publications 

that somehow violated someone's personal views. In addition, the platform started to 

actively follow government regulations by banning accounts and groups that were declared 

extremist or terrorist according to the Russian municipal and district courts, as well as courts 

located in other countries upon their request (Ermoshina, 2021). 

A l l in all, from being a highly liberal platform that did not at all have any regulation or 

moderation, V K slowly transformed itself into an ordinary social platform that does obey 
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government regulations and suggestions on banning users and deleting publications, like 

Facebook and others. At last, it is believed that the degree of liberalism that prevailed in V K 

made the ascension possible, and presumably, it was one of the main reasons for choosing 

V K over Facebook. Unfortunately for those preferring V K because of this, the social 

network eventually turned out to be something quite similar to Facebook, i.e., a strongly 

moderated social network (Ermoshina, 2021). 

3.2.2.2 Statistics 

When thinking about a particular social media platform in the context of assessing the 

importance it has for a given community, it is wise to compare the active audience with other 

popular sources of information and mass media. As it might be easily assumed, television 

did not disappear entirely even despite the fact that broadcasters had to count with the 

presence of social media platforms and come to grips with an actively shrinking daily 

audience that was slowly shifting to social media. Nevertheless, as it can be seen in Figure 

9, V K in 2015 was, in fact, reaching out to the same number of people as Russia's most 

important TV channel - "Ilepebiu" meaning "the First" in English. Clearly, it does prove 

the fact that Russians, presumably the younger generation, switched their focus from more 

traditional and somewhat controlled television broadcasts to a more liberal platform where 

everyone back in 2015 was still given an opportunity to express himself in any possible way 

he would like to (Ermoshina, 2021). 
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Figure 9, VKontakte compared to the central television in 2015 

Source: TNS, 2015 

Another important statistic that needs to be taken into consideration is the demographics 

of V K - the distribution of people using the platform according to their gender and, what is 

more important, their age. Following the distribution shown in Figure 10, it can be observed 

that users below represent a very low share of people using V K on a daily basis. This piece 

of statistics is especially important when thinking about the platform in the context of its 

potential utilization for spreading propaganda, largely the political one. When the 

overwhelming majority of users are already at the age where there are able to actively 

participate in the political life of a given state and in the overwhelming majority of Russian-

speaking countries, this is the age of 18, the platform becomes rather attractive for 

institutions specializing in propaganda. 

Nevertheless, even the fact that a given part of V K users is represented by teenagers 

would not necessarily spoil the whole strategy of manipulation - influencing and 

manipulating teenagers who, in just a matter of years, would become voters and active 

participants of the political lives themselves is also an advantage that could be seized by 

institutions targeting social media platforms (Golovchenko, 2022). 
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Figure 10, demographics of V K i n 2019 

Demography Vkontakte 

142% 

Male Female 

16.0% 

14.4% 

Source: VKontakte, 2020 

Finally, it is crucial to take a look at the latest statistics reflecting the average number 

of active users online per month. Unfortunately for the network, beginning in February 2018, 

V K started to lose its users dramatically. Of course, the growing popularity of other social 

networks such as Instagram, Twitter, and TikTok can partially justify the decrease in the 

audience since people tend to embrace new platforms that are getting trendy, while the ones 

to which they are more accustomed like V K that had already been used for ages becomes 

less attractive. 

However, there can also be another explanation for this decrease in users. Given the fact 

that the first documented and identified cases of computational propaganda had been spotted 

prior to that time, it is also quite possible to assume that the number of messages with 

computational propaganda surged and it led to the situation when conscious and educated 

users capable of spotting obvious cases of propaganda started to choose other alternatives 

over the network full of hidden messages and propaganda. Another explanation for the 

decrease in the number of active users and also a piece of partial evidence to support the 

assumption about the amount of propaganda is the fact that starting in 2017, VKontakte was 
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officially banned in Ukraine. Clearly, the decision might have had something to do with the 

growing tension between the countries, but the main justification was the security of 

Ukrainian citizens, according to the communique of the Ukrainian authorities 

(Golovchenko, 2022). 

3.2.2.3 Tendencies 

In light of recent circumstances involving the outlaw of Meta corporation, international 

social media are no longer welcome in Russia, so the importance of VKontakte, as an 

alternative platform, is slowly growing, and its popularity is slowly returning (Nashgorod, 

2022). 

Undoubtedly, the main reason behind the reoccurring interest in the platform is not 

likely to be linked with the surge of the patriotic spirit of the Russian population - the 

explanation behind the augmentation in the number of active users lies on the surface. The 

recent ban of Instagram and Facebook did not only deprive people of alternatives often full 

of unique and independent content shedding light on reality from another perspective, but it 

also played a crucial role in helping VKontakte to regain its popularity in the long-term 

horizon (Mizrahi, 2022). 

Presumably, i f the Russian government will not stop there and continue blocking other 

international platforms and social media such as TikTok, Youtube, Twitter, and so on., it 

would inevitably lead to a further increase in the numbers of users in VKontakte and despite 

the overall harm and dissatisfaction caused by the potential isolation of the Russian Internet, 

there will always be one big player in the market that will definitely win from the presumed 

situation, and that is VKontakte. Clearly, based on the updates and services that have been 

introduced over the course of the last three years, it becomes pretty clear that the platform 

is trying to provide an alternative to already existing services, each offering a unique 

function. Still, the popularity of those services has not yet reached the desired level of 

popularity (Mizrahi, 2022). 
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3.3 Social Bots 

3.3.1 Mechanism 

When computers were first introduced in the middle of the 20 t h century, their main 

purpose was to do what humans could not - perform multiple processes at the same time 

and, by doing so, help people to accelerate the speed of all operations significantly. Indeed, 

it is possible to unanimously conclude that computers did succeed in this particular domain, 

but people did not stop there and came up with another question: "wouldever be a computer 

able to communicate like a human being and imitate human behaviour? ". 

One of the first ever computer engineers and the founder of the first computer - Alan 

Turing, once developed a unique test also known as the Imitation Game, whose main idea 

was to test i f a given artificial intelligence or a computer is really able to communicate like 

a human and remain undistinguished by a genuine person (Piccinini, 2000). Eventually, 

many programs tried to pass the test, but all of them failed until the year 2014 when a 

particular chatbot finally passed the Turing test (BBC News, 2014). 

A l l in all, the time went on, and there is undeniably no need to explain the fact that 

computers and artificial intelligence both had gone through further development since the 

year 2014 when Turing's test was finally passed. As of now, there have been numerous 

reports and observations made by ordinary users and special supervising agencies about the 

presence of "social bots," who actively participate in open discussions on the Internet by 

leaving particular comments and messages on the world's most influential and popular 

platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc. The mechanism behind those bots is 

quite simple - a unique program that is linked to an existing personal account uses keywords 

that had earlier been configurated to surf a given platform and naturally leave messages or 

comments automatically generated from the database (Vasilkova, 2021). 

Generally, those comments consist of a given message whose primary goal is to 

persuade people to follow a particular agenda. However, the ultimate effect surely depends 

not only on the keywords that had been set but also on the final output, i.e., the imitation of 

human behaviour. After all, compared to programs and bots, humans are gifted with 
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something that makes them somewhat unique, and this is essentially the ability to think 

critically and analyse the information that they receive. Still, despite all, those social bots 

are relatively effective for quite a transparent purpose: the campaigns involving a large 

presence of bots and related programs usually possess not just one unit or a team with a 

couple of social bots, but they actually have thousands i f not millions of accounts to which 

those bots are connected (Hagen, 2022). 

The reason behind it is related to the way how the human mind works and how humans 

generally perceive crowds and massive social movements. According to the crowd effect, 

whenever people see a given social movement or an uprising that has a relatively large 

number of people involved, they start thinking that they are indeed right. A l l in all, because 

of such a severe deployment and pressure on people with a neutral point of view and with a 

hesitation to choose a side, those bots pose a significant threat to social media and 

independent platforms (Reicher, 2012). 

A l l in all, the growing presence of social bots has already been noticed and highlighted 

by various organizations and special agencies who seek to get rid of the tendency in the 

Western Hemisphere by integrating special programs or scripts that would help to highlight 

comments and publications believed to be generated by social bots (Ferrara, 2016). For the 

purpose of detecting those bots, scientists also suggest using machine learning and natural 

language processing techniques in order to predict the overall credibility of the user and of 

the content published by him. The fact that users, scientists and independent agencies try to 

fight the phenomenon serves as a piece of evidence that many find this enormous presence 

of social bots on a platform that they actively use somewhat disturbing and irritating or even 

dangerous. Of course, the practice of highlighting suspicious messages proves itself to be 

quite valuable but fighting with those bots without the help of social media officials seems 

like fighting against the wind - individual efforts are fruitless against coordinated campaigns 

that will keep on generating more and more bots thus replacing the old ones 

(Wickramarathna, 2020). 

In addition to fighting against the phenomenon directly, many scientists took another 

approach and tried to categorize the activity of social bots instead, also focusing on 

estimating the approximate percentage of automated accounts. Thus, it was estimated, based 
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on a small sample of Facebook activity prior to the American Elections in 2016, that the real 

"bot rate" is approximately 0.06% on Facebook, while on Twitter, it is somewhat around 

9% (Santia, 2019). The authors believed a significant difference in the platform's policy 

towards bots resulted in such a huge difference. While Twitter does not categorically 

disallow bots, Facebook partially eradicates the problem by ensuring that profiles are 

represented by actual people. As for the platform of the author's interest, it is essential to 

mention that the first significant observations of massive bot campaigns on VKontakte were 

made in 2016, thus suggesting that until then, the social network had not really suffered from 

this problem (Rezunkov, 2016). 

3.3.2 Institutions 

As it was mentioned earlier (in the first chapter of the thesis), computational propaganda 

campaigns can be classified as centralized and decentralized. However, as reports show, the 

overwhelming majority of reported cases with computational propaganda in the Western 

Hemisphere are decentralized, thus leading to the fact that those campaigns are likely to 

have a relatively limited budget compared to centralized, which are primarily funded directly 

by the government budget or government-related institutions. 

Undoubtedly, social bots have become a part of reality for almost every social media 

platform without exception, but there is something really different in the way how they are 

coordinated on Western social media and VKontakte. Based on massive evidence, social 

bots used on English-speaking platforms are primarily represented by programs and scripts, 

whose mechanism was described in the chapter earlier (Shao, 2017). On the other hand, 

based on reports and research from independent Russian journalists, the overwhelming 

majority of social bots on VKontakte are directly operated and controlled by human beings 

(Novaya Gazeta, 2022). 

As the recent investigation from Fontanka (an independent media based in Saint-

Petersburg) shows, there are special agencies and their sub-companies hiring people to 

generate comments and messages to be later on distributed on VKontakte. They do it on a 

daily basis and thus earn 0.25$ (based on the exchange rate prior to the publication of the 

investigation) per comment left. Undoubtedly, there is also a portion of automated bots who 

blindly follow the algorithm and just leave comments whenever a relevant keyword pops 
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up, but the general tendency is all about engaging real people to work for those agencies 

(Fontanka, 2022). 

The explanation behind the difference in tendencies on VKontakte and English-

speaking platforms is quite simple - computational propaganda campaigns on English-

speaking social media are quite often driven by decentralized forces or individual candidates 

who constantly fight with each other to get more votes and support, while the computational 

propaganda campaigns in Russia are almost entirely driven by the centralized force and 

government-related institutions, for which there is plenty of fundamental evidence. In other 

words, it is quite fair to suggest that social bot campaigns in Russia have a tremendous 

budget that could not anyhow be compared to other cases (Sobolev, 2018). 

According to independent investigations and relevant publications from both Russian 

media and international ones, the main institution behind the computation propaganda in 

Russia is called the "Internet Research Agency" often referred to as "the Fabric of Trolls." 

The agency became notorious both domestically and overseas for its boldness and arrogance, 

as well as for its fearless openness in recruiting people in Russia to engage them in 

aggressive troll and propaganda campaigns without any attempt to conceal the essence of 

the job. Clearly, the government might have seen a real opportunity in relying on bots and 

expanding its network with active financial support (Sanovich, 2017). Experts claim that the 

agency left a toll on almost all recent significant social and political events, such as the 

American Elections in 2016 and the debates that preceded the elections, the American 

elections in 2020, Debates that preceded, the latest Brazilian elections, Ukrainian Elections, 

G20 and G7 summits, just to mention a few (Kollanyi, 2016). 

Undoubtedly, VKontakte, compared to other social media, exists in the same 

environment as this major player, who is believed to have a relatively unlimited budget and 

a never-changing agenda. It puts the platform at risk of being highly polluted and affected 

by the presence of computational propaganda generated by the institution. 
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3.4 International Legal Issues 

The author, upon formulating his main goals and objectives, mentioned his interest in 

understanding the impact that the presence of computational propaganda could have on 

individuals and their social and political lives. Clearly, when it comes to individuals living 

in societies targeted by computational propaganda, it is quite clear that the main focus of 

any disinformation or fake news campaign lies in engaging more and more people to follow 

a particular ideology or belief and it should not necessarily be accomplished domestically, 

but also internationally. Consequently, there is also an important aspect that needs to be 

discussed individually, and it is the impact on the international community that might arise 

from those campaigns (Pennycook, 2021). 

A powerful disinformation campaign presumably led by the institution mentioned in the 

chapter before can, as it was proven back in 2016, lead to a severe polarization of a foreign 

society and thus create a series of solemn drawbacks for an entire nation. Evidently, the 

situation mentioned earlier is the case of severe disinformation and fake news campaign 

launched prior to the American election in 2016, and as a consequence of which, the 

candidate whose defeat had been projected by every single election model and public poll 

eventually won the elections. Undoubtedly, unanimously claiming that the result of the 

American elections was significantly affected by an external force is yet too early, but the 

ongoing investigation indicates that there is enough evidence to suggest that it might be the 

real case (FBI, 2018). 

It may come as a surprise, but there was also another significant event presumably 

caused by the very same agency that specializes in computational propaganda, and, as it 

turned out, it included the theft of personal data and putting at risk the cybersecurity of 

Europe. Over the course of the previous decade, the European Union, its institutions, and 

international European companies established under the E U law were suffering from 

devastating cyber-attacks. The trail left by those attackes suggested that the International 

Research Agency together with Russia are behind them. This partially led to a new 

legislation and the creation of the GDPR. As it is possible to see, the agency seems to be 

quite powerful and mighty in terms of getting the desired objective done, but there comes a 
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logical question - why attack institutions and companies and not focus on the so familiar 

goals of brainwashing and polarizing societies, but this time in Europe? (Jensen, 2019) 

The answer lies on the surface - the overwhelming majority of European countries and 

societies, i f not all of them, do mainly use western English-speaking social media such as 

Facebook, where the presence of Russian computational propaganda and International 

Research Agency's backed bots is kept to a minimum. Compared to the environment of 

VKontakte, there is no way for them to act arrogantly and remain undetected and unbanned 

on Facebook and Twitter (Wingfield, 2016). 

A l l in all, as recent reports show, there is still a high presence of bots and suspicious 

accounts on almost all platforms. This problem is believed to have prompted Elon Musk to 

refrain from buying Twitter due to the fact that the actual percentage of bots exceeds the one 

officially reported by the company (BBC News, 2022). In addition to this small fact, a recent 

report from 2021 made by an enterprise specializing in protecting networks from bots 

suggests that around 64% of all traffic on the Internet from January to June 2021 was 

generated by bots (Barracuda Networks, 2021). Nevertheless, the author will continue his 

narrative in his practical part to come up with a relevant conclusion regarding the overall 

presence of computational propaganda, its repercussions on Russian-speaking society, and 

the potential negative effect that it might all have on the way how people view the platform 

and perceive information. 
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4 Practical Part 

4.1 Limitations 

The precise methodology of the practical part has already been discussed in the second 

chapter of the thesis. Hence, it is quite apparent that in order to perform the content analysis 

and draw relevant conclusions about computational propaganda on V K , statistics obtained 

directly from VKontakte shedding light on the amount of computational propaganda, the 

number of social bots with suspicious comments and other metrics are required in order to 

precisely describe the current situation. 

For this purpose, the author has tried to contact the social network's representatives 

multiple times by email, but all his efforts were fruitless as no reply came on their part. 

Hence, it can be concluded that VKontakte is not interested in this kind of research, or the 

company could not get in touch with the author in time due to unknown reasons known only 

to them and their internal staff. 

Another limitation of the research is the number of people interviewed by the author. 

Undoubtedly, three people are not likely to represent the whole population of given Russian-

speaking communities, but it is believed to be enough for those interviews to have an 

illustrative nature and effect rather than representative. The author believes that the results 

of the empirical analysis can perfectly be correlated with ideas generated by participants of 

the interviews. 

Thus, the author will perform the content analysis mentioned earlier using a script to 

highlight suspicious messages believed to be generated by social bots. The author will 

inspect the social network as an outside observer using all the information available on the 

surface from open sources. The script itself was created in 2020 by a team of independent 

IT specialists seeking to eradicate all biased messages and tons of propaganda present on 

V K . Since then, the developers were able to create a massive database with all messages and 

comments generated by social bots alongside all suspicious personal accounts affiliated with 

the phenomenon over the course of two years (Gosvon.net, 2020). 
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As for the script, it was created based on Java coding language, and its primary function 

is to highlight suspicious messages and display them to all users who had previously 

installed the script. The criteria for identifying suspicious messages and users will be 

discussed in the chapter dedicated to the content analysis later on. Following the analysis, 

the author will incorporate a couple of empirical techniques in order to reach the final 

objective. A l l in all, the author focuses on the mixed-methods approach to delivering his 

research. 

4.2 Interviews 

4.2.1 Choice of Participants 

When choosing participants for the series of interpersonal interviews, it was important 

that all of them will have a solid background experience of using VKontakte for at least 5 

years, and this was very much the only essential criterion applied during the search for 

participants. 

In addition, based on the very essence of the thesis and its goal to see how Russian 

speakers in different countries perceive the social network and propaganda-related 

tendencies, it was decided that each of the three participants would represent a different 

environment under a prerequisite condition - their native language should be Russian. 

Upon thinking about countries with a high presence of native Russian speakers, the 

choice of the Czech Republic seemed the most feasible and logical due to the presence of a 

relatively large Russian-speaking community to which the author of the thesis also belongs. 

By choosing a Russian-speaking person living in the Czech Republic with the background 

experience of using VKontakte, it would be possible to observe how an individual living in 

a country with relatively free media and actively using V K at the same time would see 

propaganda and whether he or she frequently notices it. 

The second person chosen was from the Russian Federation and still living there. The 

selection of an ordinary Russian living inside of the presumed bubble was definitely needed 

in order to compare his perspective from the inside to the one from the outside. 
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As for the final person, the decision was made to engage someone from a relatively 

friendly country to Russia. This country should have been located in the sphere of Russia's 

interest and considered to be under its partial influence. Ultimately, the choice was made to 

invite a person from Kazakhstan, because it is probably the best country to fit into the 

description according to the author's knowledge. The logic behind the final choice lies in 

seeing i f his daily experience with VKontakte is also somehow influenced by propaganda 

and also getting to know the media used by the person. 

Thus, based on the individual criteria discussed above, the author invited three 

participants: Alexander, a Russian freelancer living in Moscow; Ivan, a Russian living and 

studying in the Czech Republic and Konstantin, a Kazakh living and studying in the Czech 

Republic. 

4.2.2 Notes on the Process 

Before going into a detailed breakdown and analysing the content of the conversations 

the author had, it is wise to highlight the most important topics and thoughts brought up by 

respondents. 

A l l interviews were organized through individual video conferences with each 

respondent, and the average length of conversations the author had was ranging from 10 to 

15 minutes. Upon being introduced to the subject and invited to the interview, the majority 

of participants mentioned the importance of such research in light of the recent 

circumstances alongside the cyberwar going on between Russia and the Western countries. 

During the process, the respondents were acting normally and did not seem to be stressed or 

anxious while answering questions on rather a sensitive topic. In addition to the main series 

of questions, the author decided to give a final word to respondents by asking i f they had 

any recommendations or requests that the author could somehow realize. Surprisingly, two 

respondents, namely the one from Kazakhstan and the second one living in the Czech 

Republic, had nothing else to say nor suggest, while the person living in Moscow asked to 

keep the content of the interview, as well as his personality in secret out of the fear for his 

own liberty and future life in Russia. 
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To begin with, it is worth saying that all three respondents had utterly different points 

of view on the current evolution of V K . In addition, their opinion about almost everything 

that was asked during the interviews was quite diverse. However, all of them unanimously 

agreed on one very important subject brought up during the interview - the negative effect 

of propaganda and their attitude towards it. 

The main assumption of the author was that massive amounts of computational 

propaganda and their further increase might justify the drastic decrease in popularity of 

VKontakte at the end of 2010s. Hence, the question of whether V K is better or worse than 

it was 5 years ago was asked, and two out of three respondents said that the network got 

significantly worse. When asked to justify their opinion, one (the respondent from Russia 

living in the Czech Republic) blamed the chaos that is prevailing in all open discussions on 

V K for negatively influencing the platform, while the person currently living in Russia saw 

the biggest problem not in the presence of propaganda itself but in the fact that the Russian 

government sees V K as a propaganda tool and uses it in its own interest rather than keeping 

the network to its users. Contrary to these two respondents, the person from Kazakhstan was 

not so pessimistic about the evolution of V K and the growing presence of social bots - he 

believed that propaganda is everywhere and everything that people say is, to some extent, 

an example of propaganda. 

Another important assumption of the author was about access to independent media -

whether it would somehow change the way how respondents perceive the political domain 

and computational propaganda in general. To the author's surprise, only one respondent 

confessed to having been using independent media such as B B C or C N N and still, he has 

much scepticism about the information generated by them. Regarding news tendencies, 

Russian respondents were keen on checking the news on Telegram rather than on V K , while 

the person from Kazakhstan admitted using mostly Russian media to check the latest news 

(RIA and TASS, for instance). Clearly, these two significant differences (media preferences 

and the perception of V K ' s evolution) between respondents with a Russian background and 

the one from Kazakhstan might serve as proof that Russian speakers from relatively friendly 

countries do have a completely different point of view on the status of Russian media. In 

other words, there might have already been a growing suspicion and scepticism among 

Russians about the degree of biasedness of Russian media, including Russia Today, RIA, 
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TASS, and others., so Russians have decided to switch to something relatively impartial -

Telegram channels. In contrast, the person living in other countries tend to be more easy

going on traditional Russian media and not so radical towards them. Undoubtedly, the 

impartiality of Telegram channels and other sources of information mentioned by Russian 

participants is still subject to debate, but it is still considered a breath of fresh air for ordinary 

Russians. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning another critical observation made by the author after 

conducting all three interviews. Despite the initial belief that the growing presence of social 

bots and the subsequent unveiling of the problem by various media, bloggers, researchers, 

and what is more important, by users themselves, would somehow prompt a significant part 

of the audience to leave the network, the actual situation turned out to be quite different. 

Indeed, all three participants admitted having at some point noticed armies of social bots 

creating chaos in the comment section everywhere they go, but none of the three participants 

decided to quit the network once and for all despite the serious inconvenience they 

experienced when seeing those bots or being contacted by them. After asking two 

participants, "why do you still use the platform?" they mentioned the importance of 

information that has been collected and stored for ages on their personal accounts, so they 

consider it a piece of memory. Thus, they confessed to having continued using V K despite 

all problems they faced because of the memories that they have. In other words, it can be 

suggested that this kind of nostalgic feeling really keeps people returning to the network. 

Would this nostalgic feeling keep users returning once the situation gets more and more 

severe in terms of the amount of computational propaganda is dubious, but as of now, this 

seems to be a strong leverage that helps V K to stay buoyant and not to lose a prominent part 

of the audience even despite their ability to distinguish suspicious comments and messages. 

Nevertheless, further analysis of the interviews' output will be presented in the 5 t h 

chapter of the diploma dedicated to the results and discussion. 
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4.3 Content Analysis 

4.3.1 Criteria for Identification 

Before taking an insight into VKontakte and initiating the process of content analysis, 

it is essential to put down criteria based on which suspicious accounts will be identified by 

the author. Effectively, the author's criteria for identifying suspicious accounts generating 

biased content and fake news eventually coincide with the criteria set by the script 

moderators. The following table contains the criteria according to which accounts are 

characterized as suspicious. 

Table 1, criteria for identifying bots 

M Criteria Explanation 

1. 
User created his or her 

account less than a year ago. 

V K is a founding stone of 

Russian social media, and it is 

not quite unlikely to meet 

someone who created his first 

account there in 2021 or 2022. 

2. 

User's account is private, and 

the user has almost no 

activity on his account. 

In order to hide defects of the 

account, bots tend to keep their 

profile hidden so that no one 

can verify anything. 

3. 

User has a relatively low 

number of friends, and all of 

them are either bots or spam 

accounts. 

As it was mentioned earlier, 

V K ' s role in Russian social life 

is so tremendous that it is 

almost impossible to encounter 

someone who has an incredibly 

low number of friends with a 

striking resemblance to spam 

accounts. 

4. 
User has no followers, or all 

followers are bots. 

This is one of the signs that the 

account was created recently. 
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5. 

User has stolen someone's 

personal pictures, and all of 

them were published within a 

short period of time. 

Quite self-explanatory. This, 

however, can be easily checked 

in the database available online 

of the script. 

6. 

Comments left by user 

consist of relatively simple 

messages and sentences. 

This is a massive sign that the 

comment is generated by 

artificial intelligence since 

social bots are usually not 

programmed to support complex 

conversations. 

7. 

The number of likes on 

user's comments is 

artificially increased. 

In order to increase the 

popularity of a comment, the 

number of likes is also 

artificially increased. 

8. 
User has a neutral profile 

picture. 

In order to either avoid stealing 

someone's picture or save time 

searching for one, a neutral 

profile picture containing an 

animal, or a cartoon could be 

set. 

Source: own research based on gosvon.net, 2020 

As it may seem quite apparent, in order to categorize a given account as a social bot, or 

as an account affiliated with computational propaganda, it is absolutely not mandatory for a 

given user to fall under all criteria mentioned above. The most logical solution will be to 

identify accounts as suspicious if their account falls under at least a couple of categories. 

However, based on the history of personal observations and also according to the 

information obtained from the database of the script, social bots presently used on 

VKontakte show "incredible'" results by falling under at least four or five criteria at once. In 

the next chapter, the author will demonstrate the exact way how the script works by showing 
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an example of social bots and their recently published messages containing computational 

propaganda. 

4.3.2 Script Verification 

In order to see i f the script does its job of highlighting suspicious messages well, a 

couple of comments and users from the database will be selected and double-checked here. 

The additional verification of the script is needed to ensure that the eventual analysis will be 

performed on data that do really depict the actual situation in terms of the number of 

messages containing computational propaganda. The verification will consist of a manual 

check of the comments and users identified as "bots/trolls" by the script in order to conclude 

if those accounts fall under the criteria set in Table 1, and if the messages left by them can 

be categorized as those containing computational propaganda according to the set of goals 

mentioned in the theoretical part. For the purpose of demonstrating the activity of each 

individual case chosen, the author did the job of translating the most important information 

into English. From the script's database that is available online to all users, the author chose 

3 particular comments left by three individual users on the very same day - the 17 t h of July. 

The overview of the first user's recent activity, his profile and the comment left by him is 

shown in Figure 11. 
Figure 11, first user analyzed 

Robik 
Semenov 
(Bot/Fake 
account) 

Comments 
(26/4) 

Smetiir.g Ruslan Xemus Austin Wldx 
SmeiMing Egor Mm Hass Db • •••• 
Zheka Ja ro-Alexarder Mario Semper-Fidelis ALan 
Greg Barr er o Savian Charles Buda 

Lyubov, we do not really have a 
catastrophic situation in terms of 

loans held by citizens. Take a 
look at Europe and what's going 

on there - people barely have 
enought money to live and they 

have more than one loan 
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Source: own processing 

As it can be seen from the top left picture from the college created by the author based 

on the output from the script, the user named Robik Semenov registered his account on the 

8 t h of May 2022 and left 28 comments over the course of 2 months in 4 different 

communities. The relatively recent registration date, alongside the intensive social activity 

of the user, seems downright suspicious at first glance. Then, in the top right corner, it is 

possible to see that all users' followers are bots that share one common trait - they all have 

en face picture of a real person so that the registration process could have been completed 

quicker for those accounts. Finally, it is wise to take a look at the comment left by the user 

and it definitely has traits of polarization and distracting goals of computational propaganda. 

Undoubtedly, this is a social bot according to a couple of criteria: 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see Table 

1). In addition to this, it is logical to conclude that not only this is an example of a social 

bot, but this is a bot spreading computational propaganda according to the detailed 

breakdown of the message left by him (the right bottom corner). Therefore, it is possible to 

say that the script did correctly classify the user as a social bot. 

In Figure 12, the recent activity of another user under the name Roman is presented. 

27 comments left in 3 groups seem like a relatively natural imprint. However, it can be 

noticed that the user's account was registered on the same day and hour as the account of 

the first user from Figure 11. In addition to this, it is visible that the same situation in the 

list of followers is encountered - all of them are bots with en face pictures. 
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Figure 12, second user analyzed 

Pernapaî nn: 08.05.2022 00:41:43 
rpynna M3 300 aKKayHToe) 

rioApo6Hee: 
gosvon.net 

Roman 
Davletov 
(Bot/Fake 
account) 

Comments 
(25/3) (#4) 

Watch 
ism 

Elmira (Bot/Fake), today we can 
easily say that the existing system 

of the collective security is no 
longer valid. We need to create a 
new one that would be acceptable 

for everyone, including Russia 

Source: own processing 

As for the comment (shown in the right bottom corner), the user did not really post 

anything radical, but it is surely possible to classify the message as a pro-government one. 

A l l in all, the user is also likely to be a bot based on the astonishing similarity between the 

first user and him, as well as according to the criteria set in Table 1. The script correctly 

classified another observation again. 
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Figure 13, third user analyzed 

á 

EnrMmma 

1 Sonechka Gribkova 

Comments: 108 
In this number of 
communities: 5 

i 
Pernapau>iii: 15.06.2022 12:04:59 

HHgrpynna 113 292 axicayHTOB) 
rflpjJ ľloflpoÔHee; 

gosvon.net 
» 3 

Sonechka Gribkova 

(601/HiKpym) KouuemapuH Kaptwa 

Birthday: December 15,1996 
1 

Write message ft 

Add friend 

' Invite to chit 
Add to Bookmarks 

ô 
This profile is private 

Add Sonechka as a friend to see her posts, photos and other content 

Sonechka 
Gribkova 
(Bot/Fake 
account) 

Comments 
(108/5) (#4) 

Watch 
(11/16) 

Everything Turkey is doing right 
now is just a spit in the face of 
NATO. It gives me a sincere 
pleasure to contemplate it) 

• 

Source: own processing 

When it comes to the third selected user, the breakdown of her activity is shown in 

Figure 13. The social imprint left by the user is definitely much more distinguishable 

compared to other cases. Sonechka left 108 comments in 5 communities over the course of 

just one month (registered on the 15 t h of June 2022), totalling almost 4 comments per day. 

Contrary to the first and the second users, the third one decided to keep his profile private, 

thus sowing an additional seed of suspicion. As for the comment left by the user, it is 

definitely possible to identify the same goals - polarization and distraction. Once again, 

the user can definitely be classified as a social bot and the most active one compared to 

others analysed. The script did its job well of classifying once again. 

Three users whose imprint was broken down above were chosen randomly out of the 

list of all suspicious messages left on the 17 t h of July 2022. This manual breakdown allows 

the author to use the following script for extracting quantitative data regarding the bot 

activity. The script proved itself to be reliable and quite precise. 
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4.3.3 Analysis 

When it comes to the main section of the practical part, the author decided to choose a 

time interval of one month, starting from the 16 t h of July 2022 until the 15 t h of August 2022, 

to collect numeric data about the bot activity, including the total number of suspicious 

comments left in selected major communities. Consequently, the author calculated daily and 

percentual changes. For this purpose, it was essential to choose particular communities on 

VKontakte. The author chose six which directly represent Russian mass media that publish 

news on a daily basis: LIFE.ru, RBK, RIA Novosti, RT in Russian, Lentach, and REN TV 

News. A l l in all, 3 out of 6 media chosen were mentioned by the interview's respondents 

during the process, so it is definitely vital to see the degree to which those communities are 

affected by computational propaganda. 

The time interval of one month and such an immersive number of media selected were 

needed in order to ensure that the overall number of comments analysed would reach at least 

1 million comments in total. In order for a sample related to social media to be relatively 

representative and significant, a considerable number of comments is inevitably needed. The 

data regarding suspicious and biased comments are collected automatically by the script. As 

for the other metrics of the selected communities (namely the total number of comments per 

day), the author uses a social media marketing platform that allows premium subscribers to 

analyse meticulously any chosen key metrics of selected communities on VKontakte 3-

Popsters (Popsters, 2022). 

Before taking an insight into the statistics provided by the author, it is essential to take 

a look at the list of the most occurring words used and topics brought up by social bots 

according to the script. Another table is created based on the information from the script's 

database containing the keywords. 
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Table 2, the most frequently used keywords in July 

Category Keywords 

Western domain Western society, Europe, Europeans, 

Sanctions 

Ukrainian domain Ukrainians, Ukraine 

Russian domain Russia, Russians, Russian production 

Political domain Political elites, Politicians 

Economic domain Work, Supply, Developing own 

production 

Source: own research basec on data from gosvon.net, 2020 

In Table 2, it is possible to see the list of the most popular words used by bots to 

generate messages containing computational propaganda. As it can be noticed, the 

overwhelming majority of those messages are directly related to 5 domains identified by the 

author: western domain (criticizing political decisions of western leaders and highlighting 

the futility of imposed sanctions); Ukrainian domain (mocking and threatening Ukraine); 

Russian domain (praising the Russian resilience and highlighting the Russian force); 

political domain (discussing political ideologies) and economic domain (praising Russian 

economy and pointing at Europe's economic recession). 

Following the analysis, Tables 7, 8, and 9 available in the appendices of this diploma 

thesis were created based on which, the author elaborates on the results in the next chapter 

of this thesis. 
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5 Results and Discussion 

5.1 Presence of Computational Propaganda 

5.1.1 Social Bot Presence 

Thanks to the script, the author was able to capture the daily activity of social bots in 

six major communities. In total, 1,245,074 comments were captured, according to the 

information available from Popsters from the 16th of July 2022 to the 15th of August 2022. 

The information related to the number of suspicious comments is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3, percentage of bot comments 

Comments 
i vector LIFE.ru RBK RIA RT REN TV Lentach 

1 - - - - - -

2 1,202 962 2,718 1,544 602 58 

3 1,736 1,212 4,465 2,313 1,150 264 

4 1,928 966 3,999 2,329 861 313 

5 1,621 1,262 3,976 2,422 961 231 

6 1,598 1,056 4,213 2,576 1,180 190 

7 1,617 1,004 3,641 2,601 1,076 199 

8 1,343 593 3,131 1,515 783 112 

9 942 546 2,833 1,349 678 116 

10 1,221 784 3,198 1,909 526 306 

11 1,470 835 4,071 2,222 934 63 

12 1,823 1,031 3,446 2,368 936 279 

13 1,414 910 3,202 1,842 991 185 

14 1,367 736 3,307 2,196 807 119 

15 1,409 678 2,971 2,063 628 134 

16 915 569 2,611 1,374 671 84 

17 1,360 1,074 3,167 2,342 976 320 

18 1,670 1,123 3,987 2,776 717 411 

19 1,765 1,552 4,359 2,450 1,062 256 

20 1,556 1,034 3,316 2,679 1,161 330 

21 1,660 873 2,687 2,605 1,256 65 

22 798 505 2,736 1,746 773 88 

23 681 729 3,078 1,791 698 107 

24 1,223 1,109 3,537 2,836 1,050 168 

25 1,634 867 2,933 2,953 944 228 

26 1,621 1,264 4,333 3,148 993 132 

27 1,443 1,169 4,675 2,928 1,471 243 

28 1,200 743 3,731 2,483 974 238 

29 697 654 3,053 1,549 450 159 

30 522 395 3,758 1,559 717 67 

31 1,368 998 3,804 2,725 734 198 

total bot comments 40,804 27,233 104,936 67,193 26,760 5,663 

total comments 99,498 223,473 322,162 248,736 82,022 269,183 

percentage of bot comments 41.0% 12.2% 32.6% 27.0% 32.6% 2.1% 

Source: own processing 
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After a series of simple calculations available in Table 6, the author was ultimately able 

to quantify the presence of social bots in those communities and find the average percentage 

of social bots in the comments of six communities - 24.6% and 272,589 comments in total. 

Out of six communities, the one with the lowest presence of social bots is Lentach, where 

only 2.1% of total comments are classified as ones generated by social bots and containing 

computational propaganda; following Lentach, the second most optimistic result belongs to 

RBK with 12.2% of suspicious messages out of the total number. Nevertheless, it is worth 

mentioning that the other four communities did not at all show optimistic results and the gap 

between Lentach and RBK, and the rest is quite vast. In consequence, 27% of comments left 

in the RT community are classified as biased. In REN TV, the value gets even bigger, with 

32.6% classified as suspicious and finally, LIFE.ru has a shocking percentage of 41%, thus 

boiling down to the fact that a social bot generates almost every second message left in the 

studied community, and RIA also had a very high percentage of 32.6%. 

Of course, it would be wise to focus on finding an explanation for those percentages. 

The most logical one would be to conclude that in communities, wherever the main agenda 

is a liberal one, the percentage is lower. However, this only applies to Lentach, as it is the 

only liberal community out of the six, so this kind of logic cannot be used to justify the 

colossal difference in percentages between RBK and RIA. Two media are believed to be 

autonomous and self-governed, but one is much more polluted. Presumably, this 

disproportionality might be a consequence of the scale of the two communities - RBK has 

almost one million users while RIA has almost over three million users making the latter 

more attractive for social bots. 

Yet, when it comes to REN TV, Life.ru and RT, it is possible to say that the results 

somewhat match the author's expectations, since they are fully government-sponsored 

media. Still, the degree to which those communities are polluted is downright astonishing, 

especially when comparing individual results of those communities with the same metric on 

Facebook and Twitter. As it was mentioned above, the independent researchers investigating 

Facebook and Twitter found that the presence of bots in comments is approximately 0.06% 

and 9%, respectively (Santia, 2019). Upon comparing those results with the ones obtained 

by the author for VKontakte - it becomes quite visible that, in contrast with Western social 

media, VKontakte is a social network where social bots generates almost every fourth 
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comment based on the selected sample of communities. Hence if taking Western social 

media as a model for the comparative analysis, it is possible to draw a conclusion that the 

presence of computational propaganda along social bots on VKontakte is astonishingly high, 

which is highlighted both by the author of this diploma thesis and Sobolev (2018), who 

specified that the tendency with computational propaganda on V K is concerning. 

5.1.2 Tendencies 

Then, after proving the existence of the problem with social bots on VKontakte and 

using the same statistics obtained by the author, it is essential to describe the nature of social 

bots' activity on the social network. Given the fact that the author was meticulously 

collecting observations for over a month, it is possible to find out the days on which those 

social bots were more active. 

For doing so, the author will use the seasonality index (formula 3) that will shed brighter 

light on days of the week when bots are the most active. In order to perform the calculation, 

the original dataset containing 31 days had to be shortened to 28 to cover just 4 weeks with 

an equal number of days of the week - seven per each cycles out of four. The output of 

calculations is available in Table 4. 
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Table 4, seasonality index per each observation 

f vector total per day seasonality 
- -

1 7,086 0.78 Sunday 

2 11,140 1.22 Monday 

3 10,396 1.14 Tuesday 

4 10,473 1.15 Wednesday 

5 10,813 1.18 Thursday 

6 10,138 1.11 Friday 

7 7,477 0.82 Saturday 

8 6,464 0.71 Sunday 

9 7,944 0.87 Monday 

10 9,595 1.05 Tuesday 

11 9,883 1.08 Wednesday 

12 8,544 0.94 Thursday 

13 8,532 0.93 Friday 

14 7,883 0.86 Saturday 

15 6,224 0.68 Sunday 

16 9,239 1.01 Monday 

17 10,684 1.17 Tuesday 

18 11,444 1.25 Wednesday 

19 10,076 1.10 Thursday 

20 9,146 1.00 Friday 

21 6,646 0.73 Saturday 

22 7,084 0.78 Sunday 

23 9,923 1.09 Monday 

24 9,559 1.05 Tuesday 

25 11,491 1.26 Wednesday 

26 11,929 1.31 Thursday 

27 9,369 1.03 Friday 

28 6,562 0.72 Saturday 
total bot comments 255,744 
average for the cycle 9133.714286 

Source: own processing based on the formula (3) 

After calculating individual seasonality indices per day, it is finally possible to find the 

average seasonality index per day of the week. The output is presented in Table 5. 

Table 5, average seasonality indices per each day of the week 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
0.74 1.05 1.10 1.18 1.13 1.02 0.78 

Source: own processing based on the formula (3) 
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Interestingly, it can be clearly seen that during working days, social bots are, on average, 

much more active compared to weekends - 0.74 for Sunday (26% fewer comments on 

average) and 0.78 (22% fewer comments on average) for Saturday. This observation might 

serve as a piece of evidence to justify the assumption of other scientists and researchers 

claiming that social bots on V K are primarily represented by humans manually generating 

comments and not by artificial intelligence programs, notably Sobolev (2018) and DiResta 

(2019). Yet, it is impossible to say that the stream of comments ceases during weekends, but 

the drop is nonetheless significant compared to working days - 26 percent and 22 percent 

for Saturday and Sunday, respectively and also lower activity on Fridays. 

5.2 User Experience and Recommendations 

In Table 6, the author presents a quick overview of the series of semi-structured 

interviews with participants. 

Table 6, overview of individual responses 

Questions Alexander Konstantin Ivan 

Social Media 

Used 

Telegram, 

Yourube and V K . 

V K , Whatsapp, 

Instagram and 

Telegram. 

V K , Telegram and 

Instagram. 

Main purpose 

for using VK 

Music and and 

memorable 

materials. 

Music. Multifunctionality. 

Opinion about 

VK 

Negative. Positive. Ambivalent. 

Attitude towards 

computational 

propaganda and 

the problem 

behind it 

Negative, and the 

problem lies in the 

government. 

Neutral, it is 

partially users' 

fault, because they 

were not able to 

stick to their own 

opinion. 

Negative, moderators of 

popular communities on 

V K are partially 

responsible for not being 

able to tackle the problem 

in time. 
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Resources 

where 

propaganda was 

spotted 

V K and literally 

all sources of 

Russian mass 

media. 

Respondent did not 

stress any particular 

domain. 

V K and international mass 

media. 

Attitude towards 

the presence of 

social hots 

Intolerance. Neutrality. Strong intolerance. 

Confessed to 

having been 

under the 

influence of 

propaganda 

Yes. Yes. Yes. 

Uses alternative 

sources of 

information 

No, because of the 

skepticism. 

No. Yes, but with a certain 

degree of skepticism. 

The future of 

VK according to 

the respondent 

Decline and the 

ultimate 

abandonment. 

Prosperity 

following the 

multifunctionality 

and the lack of 

competition. 

Prosperity following the 

ban of other social media. 

Source: own research based on the interview results 

A brief overview of the series of interpersonal interviews is available in Table 6. In 

addition, the full transcript of the conversations the author had with participants is available 

in the appendices section of this diploma thesis. 

Based on the impression created by the respondents and also according to the discourse 

theory, the author draws the conclusion that for Russian speakers, the most important 

response to any propaganda would be having a strong personal point of view or being 

intelligent enough. In other words, the majority of respondents stressed the importance of 

individual resilience to propaganda and not a collective one. Upon asking respondents the 

question, "What do you thinkis the real problem of being tricked into believing something? " 
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one of them mentioned the importance of having a strong personal opinion about a given 

issue, while the other blamed the lack of education for creating the problem. This might be 

a piece of evidence that sometimes when judging the effect of propaganda on individuals, 

people seem to underestimate the effect of the immense psychological pressure and other 

complications that any propaganda creates. Undoubtedly, as it was mentioned numerous 

times throughout the narrative, it is downright challenging to stick to one's opinion and resist 

the nudge caused by another message or publication containing attractive agenda, especially 

when it is done in a subtle and professional way. 

As for the author's suggestion about the eventual abandonment of the network on the 

part of intelligent and conscious users, the real situation turned out to be quite different. The 

nostalgic feeling and importance of old materials stored on V K seem to be a powerful force 

keeping those users, as it was mentioned by most respondents being asked the following -

"Please, tell me about the main functions for which you use the network." Despite the 

growing presence of computational propaganda, respondents blamed nostalgia and 

memories for not letting them leave the platform once and for all. In addition to this, the 

absence of strong competitors or alternative platforms with similar multifunctionality also 

plays a crucial role in keeping people attached to V K , as it can be followed throughout the 

interview with respondents. Only one person confessed that the multifunctionality of the 

platform could negatively influence the user experience, while two others believed that it is 

a great advantage. 

However, none of the respondents admitted to using V K as a messenger, which is its 

primary and original function. Why? The key lies in their answers - all respondents are 

active users of Telegram. They all mentioned their use of Telegram for the purpose of 

checking channels and unique publications there. Presumably, those people also use 

Telegram because this messenger, to some extent, offers an alternative platform with a 

relatively neutral agenda, in addition to a comfortable and quick messaging tool. 

Nevertheless, the personality of the former CEO of VKontakte behind Telegram might also 

kindle nostalgic memories of old V K without any moderation or government intervention. 

Unsurprisingly, all three participants admitted to having been under the influence of 

propaganda at some point in their lives. Given the fact that respondents are representatives 
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of the younger generation of Russian speakers, it can be concluded that Russian propaganda 

seems to be quite effective even towards the younger generations. Hence, the author 

recommends encouraging users to use the script that helped the author to analyse suspicious 

comments - Gosvon, in order to be able to distance and protect themselves from 

computational propaganda. In addition, the author recommends the creators of the script to 

add a metric that would demonstrate an average daily percentage of suspicious comments 

for each open community on V K in order to help users to choose less biased and polluted 

media. Following the answer of Konstantin, the respondent from Kazakhstan, about the 

media preferred by him, and after analysing the percentage of comments left by social bots 

in one of his favourite media - RIA with the result of 32.6%, it can be assumed that i f the 

respondent had seen the numbers behind the computational propaganda in the media used, 

he might have changed his preferences. Hence, the aforementioned metric would be quite 

helpful in order to assist users in choosing the proper media. 

When comparing the essence of computational propaganda and the techniques used in 

English-speaking communities on Facebook and Twitter described in the report published 

by Oxford University (Bradshaw, 2020), the very same techniques were identified on V K . 

Hence, it would be quite fair to assume that the general tendencies behind computational 

propaganda are relatively similar in both English-speaking communities and Russian-

speaking ones. 

Along with the main series of questions asked to the participants, the author included 

the question i f they have at some point noticed a surge in the frequency of messages with 

propaganda after the start of the conflict in Ukraine. Following the discovery made by the 

author that the overwhelming majority of keywords triggering bots and also used by them 

in the summer of 2022 are related to Ukraine, it did not come as a surprise that all 

respondents answered in a unanimous manner that they did indeed notice a colossal increase 

in the amounts of computational propaganda on V K after the 24 t h of February. 

Also, in light of the quick ascension of Telegram's popularity, the author also 

recommends creating a similar script to monitor suspicious activity in the most popular 

Russian-speaking Telegram channels. Furthermore, the author suggests expanding research 
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to Telegram, given its growing importance, and seeing if the increase in the number of daily 

users was also accompanied by a surge in the amount of computational propaganda spread. 

Another interesting observation can be made after analysing the answers of two 

respondents to the following question - "Do you follow any alternative news media (the 

international ones) such as BBC or CNN?". The remark from Alexander about the 

biasedness of international media towards Russians - "No, I try not to follow such news 

portals at all. It is not likely that I will hear something apart from "Russians are bad" as 

well as Ivan's scepticism noticeable in his answer to the very same question - "Yes, but I 

would not recommend believing everything that they are saying. Today, propaganda can be 

heard from both camps " might be a logical explanation behind the fact that none of the three 

respondents use alternative international news portals such as B B C and CNN. As the author 

sees it, the gradual deterioration of the government-sponsored and pro-Russian mass media 

might have created an impression in the eyes of Russian speakers that there are no 

independent media at all and all media push a given agenda - some the pro-Russian one, 

while others the anti-Russian one. In contrast, another explanation might be that Russians 

prefer listening and reading something that might be pleasant to hear about themselves or 

their environment. Clearly, for people sceptical about many aspects of mass media and news 

like Ivan and Alexander, the best solution would be to find another niche in the middle, and 

apparently, they did so upon discovering various Telegram channels. The depressing 

domestic situation in terms of the quality of information published in mass media might 

have prompted Russians to develop a particular instinct of perennial scepticism about 

everything they hear or see, which is, of course, not necessarily a bad tendency. The studies 

mentioned by the author in the theoretical part claim that propaganda is present in every 

regime, from the most democratic to the most authoritarian ones, but the nature is still 

different. Clearly, Russian speakers who have grown to be sceptical about any social media 

or mass media representing a given country or community prefer to switch to Telegram 

channels believed to have a neutral position. Undoubtedly, their neutrality and unbiasedness 

are still subject to research, but the author comes to the same conclusion as the researcher 

from Moscow State University, who believes that Telegram indeed offered Russians a breath 

of fresh air by offering a large variety of independent opinions generated by "think tanks", 

according to Lyakhovenko (2022). However, also according to him, this also prompted 

agencies specializing in computational propaganda to switch their focus from V K to 
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Telegram and create a series of channels whose main goal lies in manipulating one's 

consciousness in the same manner it happens on V K . The growing importance and 

popularity of V K were also noticed by the authors from Heidelberg University and Erasmus 

University, who believe that the case of Russia and the population's attitude towards 

Telegram is somewhat similar to the Iranian case, according to Azadeh (2019). A l l things 

considered; the author's findings are justified by both publications. 

Then, it is wise to underline the fact that all respondents seem to know the mechanism 

of social bots, but it is essential to remember that the average age of three respondents is just 

23.3 years, so a young generation of Russian speakers is sampled in this case. However, this 

has a serious limitation since people in their mid-twenties are quite likely to have already 

been growing up in the age of technologies and social networks, so they are more likely to 

be able to distinguish social bots due to their IT skills. Thus, the author recommends 

continuing to expand this research to a larger sample group representing the whole Russian 

population in order to understand the real situation in terms of the perception of social bots. 

Following the interviews and the content analysis, it does not seem likely to the author that 

the growing presence of computational propaganda will eventually lead to the ultimate 

abandonment of the platform primarily due to the strong personal attachment and nostalgic 

feelings, as well as due to the fact that there are currently no serious competitors on the 

market. Moreover, those who had been there before (Facebook and Instagram) were banned 

by the government, so the market started to resemble more and more a monopolistic kind of 

competition with just one big player doing whatever it wants. 

Thus, the author believes that the growing presence of computational propaganda had 

one really prominent consequence on Russian users actively using social media - the 

perception of all kinds of media has changed significantly. What is even more interesting is 

that it helped Telegram to increase its popularity among Russian speakers, as another 

researcher also concludes (Lyakhovenko, 2022). A l l in all, the author believes that V K will 

still continue to be a fundamental platform for most Russian speakers in the nearest future 

regardless of computational propaganda, but it will primarily be used for other functions and 

not for checking the news on a daily basis or messaging. In other words, the author believes 

that V K ' s decision to go for multifunctionality has saved the network a significant part of 

the audience and prevented the loss of thousands or even millions of users. 
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6 Conclusion 

Following his research, the author was able to quantify the average presence of social 

bots in open communities on V K based on the six major news communities sampled in the 

research - RIA, LIFE.RU, RT in Russian, REN TV, RBK andLentach. As a consequence of 

this, it was identified that the average percentage of social bots and computational 

propaganda in the selected sample of communities is equal to 24.6%. 

In addition to this, the author was also able to reflect on the nature of social bots' activity 

on V K and the tendency to generate comments containing computational propaganda. It 

turned out that their activity is much more visible during the working days compared to the 

weekends (26% and 22% lower numbers for Saturday and Sunday, respectively), which 

prompts the author to suggest that a significant proportion of social bots are represented by 

humans manually producing messages and working for specialized agencies. Yet, at the 

same time, it can also be concluded that people working for those agencies are likely to use 

a particular script that is triggered by keywords mainly related to the most popular and 

sensitive topics of today's Russia. 

As for his other objective about the user experience and the potential abandonment of 

the social network by a part of active audience due to the growing presence of computational 

propaganda, the author, based on the series of interpersonal illustrative interviews, 

concludes that users, despite noticing social bots and biased messages, are still likely to 

continue to use the platform acting primarily out of the personal attachment to V K . 

However, there is an important observation to be made - despite their devotion to V K , more 

and more Russian speakers start to prefer Telegram over V K for checking the news, 

presumably believing that Telegram communities offer a somewhat neutral point of view. 

A l l in all, the author concludes that all of his objectives were met, and he also expresses 

genuine concern for the network as the proportion of comments containing computational 

propaganda is really enormous and continues to grow. The author hopes that the group 

controlling the network will notice the growing scale of the problem and try to follow in the 

footsteps of Facebook, whose moderators and management tackle the same problem by 
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constantly fighting and restricting social bots, as well as suspicious accounts that generate 

computational propaganda. 
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8 Appendices 

8.1 Interviews in Russian 

8.1.1 Interview w i t h A l e x a n d e r 

1. K a K TBoe hmh i i OTKyaa i w ? 

- AneKcaHAp, POCCHA. 

2. Ckojibko Te6e jieT h HeM t u 3amiMaemi>c$i? 

- 26, caM03aHaTbiH. 

3. T/je Tbi >KHBeuib? 

- MocKBa . 

4. K a i c i i M i i conceTHMH tw nojiB3yeniBcn? 

- TenerpaM, K)Ty6, ryrn, HKC6OKC H BKoHraKre. 

5. K a K o i i y Te6n CTasK iicnojibJOBaHim B K o H T a K T e ? 

12 neT. 

6. Hcnoj iB3yen iB jih tbi ao chx n o p 3Ty conceTB? 

- HHorAa. 

7. Ecjih tbi ao chx n o p ee ncnojiB3yeniB, to paccKaacn ivrne 06 ochobhbix 

(byHKnnnx, p a a n kotopbix tbi b Hen c i u i i u i b . 

- My3WKa H HOBOCTH, HO HOBOCTH peace. 

8. K a K o e y Te6n oSujee MHeHne o B K o H T a K T e ? 

- He 3Haio, B npHHUHne nonoacHTejibHoe, HO nocne Toro, KaK flypoB ymen, couxeTb 

ABHHynacb paAHKanbHO He B Ty CTopoHy. 

9. 3H3K0M jih tbi c KOHnenTOM nponaraHABi b HHTepHeTe? 

- fla. 

10. Tbi Koraa-HnSyflB BCTpenaji ee b connajiBHBix cerax? Ecjih a a , to r/je 

HMeHHO? 

- J\a. HoBOCTHbie na6jiHKH H na6jiHKH c orpoMHOH ayAHTopnen BO BKOHTaKTe KHinaT 

HMH. 

11. 3HaeniB jih tbi o cyinecTBOBaHHH Sotob bo B K o H T a K T e ? Hivieji jih K o r / j a -

HHSyflB OnBIT B3aHM0aeHCTBHJI C HHMH? 

- J\a, BHAen KOMMeHTapHH OT 6OTOB, HO OHH MHe HHKorAa He nncajiH. 

12. IIo KaKHM KpHTepHHM tbi onpeaejinji, hto 3to Sbijih Sotbi? 
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- Oiceň, a Teöe STO CKaacy TaK, KaK a C H n r a i o . C y T b Toro, HTO OHH Aej ia iOT, jieacHT B 

n p o B O K a i i H H HJIH c o 3 A a H H H pe30HaHCbi , T. e., OHH r e H e p n p y i O T o n e H b pe3KHe 

BbICKa3bIBaHHa, HTOÖbl BbI3BaTb JIIOAeH Ha 3M0IIHK) HJIH nOJWHHTb OT HHX peaKIIHK), 

HTO H 5IBJI5IIOTC5I HX KJIIOHeBOH 3aAaHeÍ Í . 

13. T o ecTb, Tbl CHHTaeuib, HTO OCHOBH;IH uejiB nponaraH/iBi - co3flaTb pe30HaHC, 

a He y ö e ^ H T b öojibine H ö o j i b i n e Jiiofleii eepHTb BO HTO-TO? 

- K a K n o M H e , STO OAHHaKOBbie B e m n . C o 3 A a H H e p e 3 0 H a H c a HJIH B o n p o c a B r o j i O B a x 

m o A e i i n o rany « a Ae i iCTBHTej ibHO JIH a B e p i o B TO, HTO n p o H C x o A H T B 

npaBHTej ibCTBe , H a y j i H u e HJIH B o n n o 3 H i i H H ? » C o 3 A a H H e COMHCHHÍI B CBoe i í ace 

npaBOTe - r j i a B H a a n a c r a n p o n a r a H A w , HCXOAA H3 M o e i í j i o r H K H . I T o T O M y a c e B CBOIO 

o n e p e A b H#eT ue j ib y ö e a c A e H H a j n o A e i i HJIH HX o ö p a ö o T K H , BO3MO»CHO Aaace 

n e p e n p o r p a M M H p o B a H H j i . 

14. ECJIH cpaBHHBaTb B K o H T a K T e 5 jieT Ha3aa H cennac , Moaceuib JIH T U cKa3aTb, 

HTO con . ceTb yjiynuinjiacB HJIH y x y a u i n j i a c B ? 

- y x y A i i i H j i a c b . 

15. TIoHeMy? 

- ITOTOMy HTO OHH nb lTa iOTCi l BCTaBHTb BO B K O H T a K T e CJIHUIKOM MHOTO BC5IKHX 

c])yHKHHH, K O T o p w e n o rJpaKTy He HyacHbi STO B O - n e p B b i x , a B O - B T o p w x , OHH 

3aMeAJi^K)T p a ö o T y c o i i . c e r a , B TO B p e M i i K o r ^ a STO B n e p B y i o o n e p e ^ b M e c c e H ^ a c e p 

AJ ia j n o A e i i . 3 T a BOT r j i yÖHHa H pa3Hbie rjpyHKiiHH n p o c T O He HyacHbi . 

16. C n H T a e i H b JIH Tbi , HTO KaKyio-TO poj ib B STOM y x y a u i e H H H cb irpaj ia 

nponaraH/ia? 

- He CKa3aj i 6 b i , HTO n p a M O caMa n p o n a r a H A a . C K o p e e TO, HTO njiaTfjpopMa CTajia 

OAHOH H3 H a c r a i j , M a u i H H b i Rim n p o n a r a H A b i HJIH ÖOJITHKOM B r o c y ^ a p c T B e H H O M 

M e x a H H 3 M a . C e f í n a c , STO C K o p e e r o c y A a p c T B e H H a a njiaTfjpopMa n o y ö e a c A e H H i o 

j n o A e i i , H e M n p o c T O c o i i n a j i b H a a ceTb. 

17. C n H T a e n i b JIH T U npneMjieivibiM öojibuioe KOJIHHCCTBO 6OTOB B COU,. c e r a x ? 

K a K o e y Te6n B oöu ie iv i OTHOUICHHC K n p o n a r a H a e B HHTepHeTe? 

- He CKa3aji 6w, HTO STO n p n e M j i e M O , HO STO H a n i n p e a j i H H . E c T b n p o c r o BOT T a K a a 

BOT H r p a H M H o r n e JIIOAH B e ^ y T c a Ha Hee. OHH n p o c T O He n o H H M a i O T M e x a H H 3 M 

T o r o , K a K p a ô o T a i O T c o i i . c e r a H B H e M HX j i o r H K a . 
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18. Tbl Koraa-HHÖyflb OKa3biBajiCH n o a b j i h h h h c m nponaraH^bi (6yflb t o 

n p o n a r a H / j a b HHTepHeTe h j i h j i i o ö a i i a p y r a n b cpeflCTBax M a c c o B o ň 

KOMMyHHKaUHH)? 

- J\a, y Meníi 3anacTyio 3aKpaAWBanocb coMHeHne KacaTenbHO Toro, KaK Beinn 

oöcTOiiT Ha caMOM Aejie. Ey#b t o KaKaa-HHÖyAb nojiHranecKaíi CHiyauHii hjih ace 

npOCTO HOBOCTb H3 HailieH OÖbmeHHOCTH. 

19. Tae Tbl y3Haeuib aicryajibHbie h o b o c t h ? Moaceuib nepeHHCJiHTb 

naö.iiiKii/KaHa.ibi? 

- TejierpaM, BKoHTaKTe h Kxryö. CnopTHBHbie - cnopTC.py. OöbiHHbie hoboc th -

6a3a, ABan h Tonop. ü , b npHHunne, nojiHTHnecKHe hoboc th He CMOTpio, h a yiiieji 

y>Ke AaBHO c BKoHTaKTe KaK c njiaTCpoprvibi RJIÍI npocMOTpa nojiHTHnecKHx 

HOBOCTeü He CKopee Aaace H3-3a ö o t o b , a npocTO H3-3a Toro, h to BCH 

acypHajiHCTHKa b P o c c h h yace a^bho npeßpaTHjiacb b KaKyio-TO nponaraHAy. 

20. Cj ie f lHuib j i h Tbl 3a a j ibTepHaTHBHbiMH h o b o c t h b i m h nopTajiaMH 

(MesKflyHapoflHbiMH) KaK, Hanpniviep BBC h j i h CNN? 

- HeT, a Booöme CTapaiocb h o b o c t h TaKoro cpoprviaTa He CMOTpeTb, noTOMy h to a TaM 

yace HHnero xopomero He yBH»cy KpoMe Toro, h to pyccKHe - njioxne. 

21. K a K Tbl ayiviaeiHb, b neivi npoöjieivia Jiiofleii, k t o BeayTcn Ha nponaraH/ry b 

HHTepHeTe? 

- Heo6pa30BaHHOCTb, HaHBHOCTb, He3HaHHe HHTepHeTa hjih normen p a ö o T b i 

coiiHajibHbix ceTeií h hx moaHCOB. 

22. Hcxof lH H3 TBoero onwTa HcnojibiOBaHHH counajibHbix ceTeií, He 

yßejiHHHjiocb j ih BH3yajibHO KOJiHHecTBO nponaraHflbí b pyccKOM cerivieHTe 

ceTH HHTepHeT nocjie Hanajia ko h (b ji h Kra b YKpaHHe? 

- J\a, ecTb TaKoe. Ta ace peKjiaMa c nponaraHAHCTCKHMH TeMaMH Ha pa3Hbix caiŕrax. 

23. K a K Tbl ayMaeiHb, KaKoe 6y/rymee ymner B K o H T a K T e ? 

- YivipeT TaK ace, KaK h OAHOKjiaccHHKH. OcraHyTca jho^h, k to ö m j i h TaM 

AeCaTHJieTHaMH H HX CB5I3bIBaiOT Tenjlbie BOCnOMHHaHHa hjih naM^THbie 

MaTepnajibi TaKHe KaK cpOTorpacpHH hjih My3WKa. KaK h o b o c t h o í í nopTan - nervi 

öojibuie BCKpwBaeTca npaBAw KacaTenbHO Toro, HacKOJibKO 3Ta couHajibHaa ceTb 

3araaceHa nponaraHAoii - HacTOJibKO ôojibme connajibHaa ceTb h 6yp,eT Aajibine 

yiviHpaTb. 

24. C j i b i i n a j i j ih Tbi Koraa-HHÖyflb o (baöpnKe T p o j i j i e i í ? 
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- Aa 

25. y TeÔH ecTb HTO-HHÔyflb, HTO T U 6M XOTCI CKa3aTb KacaTejibHO Moero 

HCCJieflOBaHHH? 

- Ä 6bi xoTeji, HTOôw Moe nojiHoe H M ocTanocb B TaiÍHe, KaK H coAepacaHHe Hameň 

ôeceAbi. Ä 6bi He xoTen, HTOÔM MOU ôyAymaa acH3Hb Morna Kaic-TO nocrpaAaTb H3-

3a cKa3aHHbix MHOIO 3Aecb Bemeii. 

8.1.2 Interview with Konstantin 

1. KaK TBOe HMD H OTKyaa TbI? 

- K o H c r a H T H H , K a 3 a x c r a H . 

2. CKOJibKO Te6e jieT H HeM T U 3aHHMaeuibcn? 

- 21 roA, CTy^eHT. 

3. r^e TM íKHBeuib? 

- Ilpara, Hexíra. 

4. K a K H M H conceTHMH Tbi n o j i b 3 y e n i b C í i ? 

- Whatsapp, V K , Telegram H Instagram. 

5. KaKoii y Te6n CTaac H c n o j i b 3 0 B a H H í i BKoHTaKTe? 

- 8 jieT. 

6. Hcnojib3yenib JIH T M ao CHX nop 3Ty conceTb? 

- fla. 

7. ECJIH T M ao CHX n o p ee Hcnojib3yenib, TO paccKaacn MHC o6 OCHOBHMX 

(pyHKnHHX, paflH KOTOpbIX TbI B Heft ClUIIUJb. 

- 3a 8-jieTHHÍí nepnoA Hcnojib30BaHHa BKoHTaKTe, y Menu HaKonnjiocb OKOJIO 4 

TblCíIHH My3bIKajIbHbIX TpeKOB, KOTOpbie CB5I3aHbI C pa3HbIMH CHTyaU,H5IMH H3 M o e i í 

5KH3HH. T a K H M o6pa30M, 51 B JIIOÔOH MOMeHT MOiy 3aÍlTH B CBOH njieHJIHCT H 

BcnoMHHTb ôbijibie BpeivieHa. JXpyraa (JjyHKijHa, H3-3a KOTopoň a Hcnojib3yio B K -

cooômecTBa no HHrepecaM. TaM MOJKHO nojiyHHTb nojie3Hyio HHcbopiviaHHio, 

ycjiyrn, KOHcyjibraiiHH H T. R. KaK MecceH^acep a Hcnojib3yio B K KpaiiHe pe^KO. 

8. KaKoe y T e ô n oôinee MHCHHC o BKoHTaKTe? 

- CnHTaio, HTO B K 3TO oneHb norryjiapHaa con. ceTb. KaK nojib30BaTejia, Menu see 

ycTpaHBaeT. O^HaKO, CTOHT OTMeTHTb, HTO 3a nocneAHHe roAbi B K npeTepnen 

p e A H 3 a i i H H, no Moeivry MHeHHio, CTan oôninpHbiM MHoronojib30BaTejibCKOH 

njiaT(J)opMOH, r^e ponb MecceH^acepa 3aHHMaeT AaneKO He nepBoe MecTO. BK 
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npeAJiaraeT oneHb MHoro pa3Hbix cepBHCOB no nepeBOAV AeHer, AapeHHio 

noAapKOB, crpuMHHTa H TaK ̂ ajiee. 

9. 3H3KOM JIH Tbl c KOHuenTOM nponaraHflbi B HHTepHeTe? 

- IIponaraHAa - pacnpoerpaHeHne B3rji5iAOB, (J)aKTOB H apryMenroB, 3anacTyio 

HCKaaceHHbix HJIH 3aßeAOMO jioacHbix, HTOÖM c(J)opMHpoBaTb HyacHoe 

oömecTBeHHoe MHeinie H 3aTeM yace MaHnnyjinpoBaTb oömecTBeHHbiM C03HaHneM. 

HCXOA^ H3 TOrO, HTO 51 3HaiO, M b l M05KCM n p H H T H K BblBOAy, HTO KaacAbiii 

nojib30BaTejib BKOHTaKTe B TOH HJIH HHOIÍ CTeneHH 3aHHMaeTca nponaraHAoii nero-

jiHÖo. TaK KaK nojib30BaTejib HMeeT nojmoe npaßo BbiCKa3biBaTb H pacnpocrpaHirrb 

CBOH HJIH Hy>KHe B3rjiaAbi Ha CBoeii CTeHe HJIH B rpynne cooômecTB, a Mory c^ejiaTb 

TaKoií BbiBOA- KoHeHHO, 3TO Bee B03M05KHO, ecjiH 3TH B3rjiaAbi He HapyuiaiOT 

npaBHjia B K H MecTHoe 3aKOHOAaTejibCTBO. 

10. Tbl Koraa-HHÖyAb Bcrpenaji ee B coiiHajibHbix cerax? ECJIH #a, TO r^e HMeHHO? 

- BcTpenaji. B Kaac^biH con. cera ecTb MexaHH3M jieHTbi H noAÖopa nyÖJiHKaiiHH RJIÍI 

KaacAoro nojib30BaTejia, poBHO TaK ace KaK H TapreTHpoBaHHaa peKjiaMa. 

11. 3Haeuib JIH Tbi o cymecTBOBamiii 6OTOB BO BKoHTaKTe? Hivieji JIH Koraa-

HHÖyflb OnbIT B3aHM0aeÍÍCTBHÍI C HHMH? 

- J\a, 3Haio H CTajiKHBajica JIHHHO. Onbrr, B iiejiOM, 6bui 6e3o6HAHbiií. BOT HanHHaji 

AHajior c oöbiHHoro npHBeTCTBHíi H nocjie 3aB5i3biBajiC5i npocroii AHajior. 

BbIHHCJIHTb, HTO 3TO 6 0 T , ÖbIJIO AOCTaTOHHO npOCTO - HHTepBajI erO COOÔmeHHH 

obiji poBHO 3 MHHyTbi, H Ha ero CTeHe öwjia 3aMeTHa HyjieBaa aKTHBHOCTb B ceTH 

BK, HTO CBoiícTBeHHO HOBbiM nojib30BaTejiíiM jiHÔo ace 6oTaM. TaK ace, 

HeCB5I3HOCTb H erO HeB03MO>KHOCTb OTBeTHTb Ha npocTbie BOnpOCbl c Moeií 

CTOpOHbl, BbmaBajIH, HTO 3TO ÖbIJI BCerO JIHUIb ÖOT. 

12. ECJIH cpaBHHBaTb BKoHTaKTe 5 jieT Ha3aa H cefinac, Moaceuib JIH T U cKa3aTb, 

HTO cou,. ceTb yjiyniHHjiacb HJIH yxyaniHjiacb? 

- IIo Moeivry MHeHHK), B K craji jryHiiie H yAOÔHeií. 

13. Cbirpajia JIH pojib nponaraH/ja? 

- He AyMaio, HTO nponaraHAa HJIH ee npncyTCTBHe TaM noBjínajiH Ha Moe MHeHHe o 

B K HJIH o KaKHx-TO acneKTax aKTHBHOCTH B njiaT(J)opMe. Ä npocTO 3Haio, HTO, 

AorrycTHM, 5 jieT Ha3aA B K He HMeji Tex cepBHCOB RJIÍI nojib30BaTejieií, KOTopwe OH 

HMeeT ceroAHíi, H RJIÍI Menu STO aBjíaeTca rjiaBHbiM KpHTepneM oueHHBaHHíi. 
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14. CHHTaeuib JIH T U npiieMjieivibiM öojibinoe KOJIHHCCTBO 6OTOB B COU,. cerax? 

KaKoe y TeÖH B oömeivi OTHOIIICHHC K nponaraH^e B HHTepHeTe? 

- Ä He CHHTaK), HTO ÖOJIblUOe KOJIHHeCTBO ÖOTOB B COIICeTÍIX 3TO npHeMJieMO. Tlpn 

noMOinH 3Toro HHCTpyMeHTa, 3aHHTepecoBaHHbie JIIOAH MoryT, HanpiiMep, 

OTBOAHTb BHHMaHHe JIIOAeH OT HaCT05mJ,HX npOÖjieM Ha JIOJKHbie HHCpOnOBOAbl. 

Hcnojib3ya MexaHHKy coHHajibHoii ceTH - STO AoeraTOHHO npocTO. Tlpn noMomn 

HaicpyTKH jiaiÍKOB H KOMMeHTapneB (KOTopwe MoryT ö b i T b cneuHajibHO 3aKa3aHbi 

noA onpeAejieHHbiii cjryHaii HJIH Teivry), HOBOCTb MOJKHO noAHíiTb B TOM H oöpaTHTb 

BHHMaHHe nojib30BaTejieH Ha Hee. Taiaie MaHHiryjiíiHHH a He CHHraio necTHbiMH no 

OTHomeHHK) K oôbiHHbiM nojib30BaTeníiM BK. OTHomeHHe K nponaraH^e B 

npHHHHne y Meira HeihpajibHoe, Be^b RJW Menu nponaraHAa - nonbrrica HaB5i3aTb 

nyacoe MHeHHe, a 3TO xapaicrepHCTHKa npncymaa jiioöoMy nenoBeicy H STO BnojiHe 

ceöe HaTypajibHO. TjiaBHoe BOBpeMH noHírrb, Kor^aTeöe nbrraiOTCíi STO BOT MHemie 

HaB33aTb H He noAAaTbca Ha npoBOKauHio. 

15. Tbl Koraa-HHÖyflb OKa3biBajiCH noa BJIHHHHCM nponaraH^bi (6yflb TO 

nponaraHfla B HHTepHeTe HJIH jno6aa apyran B cpeflCTBax iviaccoBOH 

KOMMyHHKaiJHH)? 

- J\a, BO Bcex coHHanbHbix cerax. 

16. Tfle Tbl y3HaeiHb aKTyajibHbie HOBOCTH? Moaceuib nepenHCJiHTb 

naö.iiiKii/KaHa.ibi? 

- PHA, TACC H naÖJiHKH B TenerpaMe. 

17. CjieflHiHb JIH bi 3a ajibTepHaTHBHbiMH HOBOCTHbiMH nopTajiaMH 

(Me5K/i,yHapoflHbiMH) K*;IK*, Hanpniviep BBC HJIH CNN? 

- HeT. 

18. KaK Tbl flyMaeiHb, B neivi npoöjieivia jHOfleií, KTO BeayTCH Ha nponaraH/ry B 

HHTepHeTe? 

- Ä He CHHTaio, HTO npoÖJieMa B caivnix JIIOA^X. JIIOAH jinnib Bepírr B TO, HTO HM 

noKa3biBaiOT. Hame Bcero nponaraHAy CTapaiOTca Bbî aBaTb 3a npaB^y H OT 3TOTO 

eme cnoacHee pa3o6paTbca. üpoöJieMa B Tex, KTO ee pacnpocrpaHíieT. 

19. HcxoflH H3 TBoero onwTa Hcnojib30BaHHH counajibHbix ceTeii, He 

yBejiHHHjiocb JIH BH3yajibHO KOJiHHecTBO nponaraHflbi B pyccKOM cerivieHTe 

ceTH HHTepHeT nocjie Hanajia KO H (b JI H icra B YKpanHe? 

- yBejIHHHJIOCb. 
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20. K a K Tbi CHHTaeuib, ecTb j ih y P o c c h h nejib H30JiHpoBaTb K a 3 a x c T a H o t 

E ß p o n w ? 

- Bo3MoacHO, ho a He AyMaio, h to y^acrcfl. 

21. K a K Tbi ayMaenib, Kaicoe 6y/ryinee ac/jeT B K o H T a K T e ? 

- IIoKa Meiíji.py ynpaBjiaeT couceTbio, y Hee öy^eT MHoro nojib30BaTejieří h 

craÖHjibHoe öy^ymee. 3 t o yace c(J)opMHpoBaHHbiH KOHenHbiii npoAyKT. H t o ö w B K 

AeiicTBHTejibHO Hanau icapAHHajibHO MeHírrbCíi, eivry HeoöxoAHM KOHKypenr, a 

TaKOBbix b AaHHbix MOMeHT He HaöJiiOAaeTca. 

22. C j i b i i n a j i j ih t m K o r a a - H H Ö y f l b o ( b a ö p n K e T p o j i j i e i í ? 

- Cjibimaji. 

23. y TeÖH ecTb HTO-HHÖy/jb, h t o t u 6m x o t c i CKa3aTb KacaTejibHO Moero 

HCCJieflOBaHHH? 

- HeT. 

8.1.3 Interview w i t h Ivan 

1. K a K TBOe HMD H OTKyaa Tbl? 

- HßaH, CaHKT-IIeTepöypr. 

2. CKOJibKo Te6e jieT h neivi ™ 3aHHMaenibCfl? 

- 23, CTyAeHT h paöoTaio. 

3. Tfle t m íKHBeuib? 

- Ilpara, Hexira. 

4. KaKHMH conceTíiMH Tbi nojibjyeuibCíi? 

- BK, TejierpaM h HHCTarpaivi. 

5. K a K O H y Te6n CTasK iícnojibíOBaHim B K o H T a K T e ? 

- Bojiee 10 jieT. 

6. H c n o j i b 3 y e n i b j ih t m ao chx nop 3Ty conceTb? 
- Aa. 

7. E c j i h t m ao chx nop ee Hcnojib3yenib, t o paccKaacn mhc o6 o c h o b h m x 

(byHKnHHX, paflH KOTOpblX T M B HCH ClUIIUJb. 

- KpyTbie CTHKepw h MHoro cooômecTB no HHTepecaM. 

8. K a K o e y Te6n o ö i n e e m h c h h c o B K o H T a K T e ? 

- yAOBjíeTBopHTenbHoe. 

9. 3H3KOM j ih t m c KOHnenTOM nponaraHďbi b HHTepHeTe? 
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- fla. 

10. Tbl Koraa-HHÖyflb Bcrpenaji ee b counajibHbix cerax? E c j i h aa, t o r/je 

HMeHHO? 

- J\a, noA aöcojiiOTHbiM ö o h b i i i h h c t b o m HOBoereii o coBpeMeHHoií CHiyauHH b Mupe. 

11. 3Haeuib j ih Tbi o cymecTBOBamiii 6otob bo BKoHTaKTe? Hivieji j ih Koraa-

HHÖyflb OnbIT B3aHM0aeÍÍCTBHÍI C HHMH? 

- J\a, nocTOíiHHO 3aMenaio b KOMMeHrapirax. 

12. IIo K 9 K H M KpHTepHHM Tbl OnpeflejIHJI, HTO 3T0 6bIJIH 60TbI? 

- OAHOTuriHbie cooômeHHa, npoABHraioiuHe onpeAeneHHyio TOHKy 3peHna c 

nOA03pHTejIbHbIX CTpaHHII. 

13. E c j i h cpaBHHBaTb BKoHTaKTe 5 jieT Ha3aa h cefinac, Moaceuib j ih t u cKa3aTb, 

HTO coh . ceTb yjiyniHHjiacb h j i h yxyaniHjiacb? 

- B njiaHe B03MoacHOCTeií, HHrepc[)eHCOB h TaK Aanee, yjryHiiiHjiacb. TíocTbi h 

rryÖJiHKaiiHH ace crann öojiee arpecciiBHbiMii c öiiTBaMii ö o t o b b KOMMenrapHirx. 

KpynHeiiiiiHe naÖJiiiKii 3ajiHBaiOT npo^aacHbie nocTbi h hx aAMHHbi pa^yiOTca 

xaocy b KOMMeHTapirax. 

14. Cbirpajia j ih pojib nponaraH/ja? 

- OnpeAeneHHO. C Tex nop, Kaie npaBiiTenbCTBO Hanajio Hcnojib30BaTb nponaraH^y 

b HHTepHeTe, KanecTBO KOHTeHTa 3HaHiiTejibHO ynano. üaöJiHKH paHee 

cnenHajiH3HpoBaBuiHeca Ha onpeAeneHHbrx KaTeropnax (Hayxa, TexHiiKa, 

raacAeTbi) Tenepb nocTO^HHO rryöJiHKyiOT KOHTeHT no 3aica3y, KOTopwii Hy HiiKaK 

He Mor 6bi HaxoAHTbca b s t o h TeMaTHKe (ocoöeHHO npo coöwTHa b YicpaHHe). 

flaace naönHKH, k npHMepy, no TeMaTHKe TexHHKH Apple nocTO^HHO crponaT 

HOBOCTH coBepmeHHO HenoAxoA^mHe k TeMaTHKe hx cooömecTB. 

15. CHHTaeiHb j ih Tbi npHeMjieMbiM öojibinoe k o j i h h c c t b o ö o t o b b COU,. cerax? 

KaKoe y TeÖH b oömeivi o t h o u i c h h c k nponaraH/ie b HHTepHeTe? 

- OnpeAeneHHO HeT. ToHKa 3peHHH, KOTopaa rryöJiHKyeTca öoTaMH, 3to hx MaccoBoe 

MHeHHe, KOTOpOe CKJIOHaeT OÖbIHHblX JHOAeii B 3TO BepHTb HCXOA^ H3 CTaAHOrO 

HHCTHHKTa. IIponaraHAa ecTb Be3Ae h Bcer^a h rjiaBHoe HMeTb cboio jiHHHyio Tony 

3peHHa. 

16. Tbi Koraa-HHÖyflb OKa3biBajiCH noa b j i h h h h c m nponaraH/jbi (öyflb t o 

nponaraH/ja b HHTepHeTe h j i h jno6aa apyran b cpeflCTBax iviaccoBOH 

KOMMyHHKaHHH)? 
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- JfywiaK), HTO Aa. IIponaraHAa BjnraeT Ha Bcex jnoAeii c caMoro AeTCTBa. 

17. T/je Tbi y3Haeuib aicryajibHbie H O B O C T H ? Moaceu ib nepenHCJiHTb 

na6.inKii/KaHa.ibi? 

- JleHTan H Tonop. 

18. C j i e A H i u b J I H bi 3a a j ibTepHaTHBHbiMii H O B O C T H B I M H n o p T a j i a M H 

(MesKflyHapoflHbiMH) KaK, Hanpniviep BBC H J I H CNN? 

- J\a, HO Bceivry TaM BepnTb Toace Hejib3a. IIponaraHAa pa6oTaeT c o6enx CTOPOH B 

Hame BpeMa. 

19. KaK Tbi ayiviaeinb, B HeM npoSjieivia jnoAeii, K T O BeayTCH Ha nponaraH/ry B 

HHTepHeTe? 

- IIcHxojiorHHecKaa oco6eHHOCTb jnoAeii, nnioc OT 3Toro Taaceno yirTH. 

20. HcxoflH H 3 TBoero o n b i T a Hcnojib30BaHHH couHajibHbix cereS , He 

yBejiHHHjiocb J I H BH3yajibHO KOJiHnecTBO n p o n a r a H A b i B pyccKOM cerivieHTe 

ceTH HHTepHeT nocjie Hanaj ia K O H (b JI H K r a B Y K p a n H e ? 

- B AecaTKH pa3. IIpHHeM yBenHHHjiacb KaK npopoccHHCKaa nponaraHAa, TaK H 

npo3anaAHaa. 

21. P a c c M a T p H B a e i H b J I H T U B O 5B|);IIUCHIIC B P O C C H I O ? 

- B AaHHbiH MOMeHT Her. 

22. KaK T B I ayiviaeiHb, Kaicoe Sy/rymee 5K/jeT BKoHTaKTe? 

- H3HaHanbHO, ayAHTopna Ha (J)OHe pa3BHTH5i Apyrnx cou. ceTen (HHCTarpaM H T. A) 

naAana, HO Tenepb BMecre c HX 3anpeTOM, orpOMHoe KOJIHHCCTBO 6norepoB 

B03BpamaeTca B B K , cneAOBaTejibHO H HX ayAHTopira Toace. 

23. Cjibiinaji J I H Tbi Koraa-HnSyAb o (baSpnice Tpojuieii? 

- J\a, KOHTOpa nO (J)OpMHpOBaHHK) MHeHHa B HHTepHeTC 

24. y Te6n ecTb H T O - H H 6 y A b , H T O T U 6 M X O T C J I CKa3aTb KacaTejibHO Moero 

HCCJieAOBaHHH? 

- HeT. 

8.2 Trans la t ed Interviews into E n g l i s h 

8.2.1 Interview with Alexander 

1. What is your n a m e and where are you from? 

- Alexander, Russia. 
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2. How old are you, and what is your occupation? 

- 26, freelancing. 

3. Where do you currently live? 

- Moscow. 

4. What are the social media that you use? 

- Telegram, Youtube, Google, Xbox Network and VKontakte. 

5. What is your experience of using VKontakte? 

- 12 years. 

6. Do you still use the social network? 

- From time to time. 

7. If you still use the network, please tell me about the main functions for which 

you use it. 

- Music and news (less often). 

8. What is your general opinion about this social network? 

- I cannot really tell. In general, I would rather say that I have positive feelings about 

the platform, but after Durov left, the platform took a really wrong turn. 

9. Are you familiar with the concept of computational propaganda? 

- Yes. 

10. Have you ever come across it on any given platform yourself? 

- Yes. In news communities with huge audiences on V K . 

11. Have you ever heard about the existence of social bots on VKontakte? Have 

you ever come across them personally? 

- Yes. I saw a couple of comments left by them, but I have never come in touch with 

them myself. 

12. How did you identify that they were bots? 

- Okay, I will explain my logic. The very essence of those bots lies in provoking 

others, drawing attention to something by posting very radical messages that will 

egg on other people and polarize the conversation - all that is their main goal, as I 

see it. According to this, I identify them. 

13. So you think that the main objective of propaganda lies in drawing too much 

attention to particular events and not in persuading people to believe that 

something is true? 
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- As for me, these two are the same concepts. Intensively drawing attention to 

something or nudging people to start asking themselves questions such as "do I 

really believe in everything that is going on in the government, or in the street and 

in the opposition block?". Nudging people to question one's Tightness is the main 

thing in propaganda. Then, after succeeding in this goal, here comes another -

persuading and brainwashing people, or even reprogramming them. 

14. So if we would compare the platform then and now - is it better or worse today 

than it was 5 years ago? 

- It has got worse. 

15. Can you explain why? 

- They are trying to add too many different functions which are absolutely not needed, 

and they simply slow the platform down. After all, V K is a messenger, there is no 

need for such multifunctionality. 

16. Do you think that propaganda somehow played a role in the decline of VK? 

- I would not say that the content containing computational propaganda played a role. 

It is more likely that the fact that the network itself became a platform for spreading 

it played a larger role. V K has just become a brick in the wall of the government 

mechanism. Now it is more of a platform for persuading people and coercing them 

into something rather than a social network. 

17. Do you find a large number of social bots acceptable on social media? What is 

your general opinion about computational propaganda? 

- I cannot say that it is acceptable, but it is just the way how the things are today. It is 

even more like a game. Many people, who fall for those bots and believe in 

everything that they write do not understand the mechanism of social bots and the 

logic behind them. 

18. Have you ever been under the influence of propaganda yourself? (Including 

both computational and the one spread on the TV) 

- I would say yes because sometimes I was questioning myself i f I really know the 

real way how matters stand in politics and our daily lives. 

19. How do you get to know the news? Can you name some sources, please? 

- Primarily on Telegram, V K and Youtube. When it comes to sport news, I use the 

website called sports.ru. To be honest, neither do I watch nor read political news, 

and what is more, V K has long ago stopped being a platform for checking political 
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news to me. Actually, I would not say that I stopped because of bots, but rather 

because all media in Russia - both social and mass media have long ago become 

too much infiltrated with propaganda. 

20. Do you follow any alternative news media (the international ones) such as BBC 

or CNN? 

- No, I try not to follow such news portals at all. It is not likely that I will hear 

something apart from "Russians are bad". 

21. What do you think is the real problem of people being tricked by propaganda 

into believing something? 

- They lack education, or they are simply naive. Also, I would mention the lack of 

knowledge about the Internet and not knowing the mechanism of social networks 

and their nuances. I believe that these are their real problems. 

22. According to your experience of using social networks, would you be able to 

say that the amount of computational propaganda has increased in the 

Russian-speaking part of the Internet after the start of the conflict in Ukraine? 

- I think so. Well, I noticed an increase in the frequency of adverts containing 

propaganda. Also, I saw a real increase in sites spreading fake news. 

23. What do you think is the future of VKontakte? 

- It will inevitably die in the same manner as Odnoklassniki did. Those who have 

been using the platform for ages and have nostalgic feelings that are fueled up by 

tons of memorable content like photos or music - they will definitely stay. As the 

truth about V K ' s computational propaganda problem will keep on becoming more 

and more obvious, the network will continue to die and lose more and more 

intelligent people. 

24. Have you ever heard about the "Fabric of trolls"? 

- Yes. 

25. Do you have anything to say at the end of this interview? 

- I would like to ask you to keep my full name confidential. Also, I would like to ask 

not to publish the interview on any Russian platform, because I am quite afraid of 

my liberty and the future life in Russia. 

8.2.2 Interview with Konstantin 

1. What is your name and where are you from? 
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- Konstantin Shulzhik, Kazakhstan. 

2. How old are you, and what is your occupation? 

- 21, student. 

3. Where do you currently live? 

- Prague, Czech Republic. 

4. What are the social media that you use? 

- Whatsapp, V K , Telegram and Instagram. 

5. What is your experience of using VKontakte? 

- Approximately 8 years. 

6. Do you still use the social network? 

- Yes. 

7. If you still use the network, please tell me about the main functions for which 

you use it. 

- Over 8 years for which I have been using the network, I managed to save over 4 

thousand songs that each remind me of an important moment in my life. Thus, any 

time I can just open my songs stored there and remind remind myself of the good 

old times. The other reason for still using the network are communities that I have 

there. I often find relevant information, services and various consultations there. As 

a messenger, I rarely use it. 

8. What is your general opinion about this social network? 

- I think that the role of V K in daily lives is really significant. As a user, I am quite 

happy with the platform. However, it is wise to mention that V K has recently 

changed its shape by redesigning everything and introducing new functions, thus 

becoming a multifunctional platform rather than an ordinary messenger. Now V K 

offers possibilities to transfer money, electronic gifts, stream online, watch sports, 

etc. 

9. Are you familiar with the concept of computational propaganda? 

- Yes. Propaganda, as a whole, is all about spreading opinions and information that 

are not necessarily true. The purpose of transmitting such information is very 

important for particular groups of people and it is creating a strong social belief 

about an important issue. I think that everyone of us is to some extent engaged in 

propaganda, including regular V K users. After all, users are given an opportunity to 
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post their thoughts and be heard by other people, this also seems like propaganda to 

me. 

10. Have you ever come across it on any given platform yourself? 

- Yes, in every social network that I ever used. Mostly, it happens because of target 

advertising and posts of individual users. 

11. Have you ever heard about the existence of social bots on VKontakte? Have 

you ever come across them personally? 

- Yes, I have heard about this issue and also had the experience of chatting with them. 

In essence, I would say that there was not anything really serious or dangerous about 

the conversation I had. A bot once contacted me, started with an ordinary greeting 

and thus, he initiated a small conversation with me. It was reasonably easy to spot 

that it was a social bot on my part because of the same time interval between each 

of his messages - it was precisely 3 minutes. Also, there was literally no activity on 

his page, and it helped me to realize that it was either a new user or a bot. In addition, 

I would say that the way how the communication from the bot was far from being 

humanlike. He was not able to answer the question posed by me in a cohesive or 

adequate manner. 

12. So if we would compare the platform then and now - is it better or worse today 

than it was 5 years ago? 

- I think that V K got really better and more convenient. 

13. Do you think that propaganda somehow played a role in evolution of the 

platform? 

- When evaluating V K as a social platform, I prefer assessing the functions offered 

by the network, so side issues like propaganda has no chance of influencing my 

evaluation. 

14. Do you find a large number of social bots acceptable on social media? What is 

your general opinion about computational propaganda? 

- I do not think that it is acceptable. Using this mechanism, those seeking to distract 

users from actual problems will nudge users to switch their attention to something 

less important. I think that it is pretty effective. Also, thanks to other services, users 

are allowed to artificially increase the number of likes and comments. As for the 

comments, those services allow users to manually configurate the desired narrative, 

style and even the frequency according to the topic those users want. After using 
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those services, a given publication and the discussion below could become really 

hot, because the attention would have been drawn artificially. As for the general 

opinion about propaganda, I would not say that I have any particular opinion about 

it. For me personally, propaganda is an attempt to persuade people to follow one's 

opinion, and we, as humans, tend to do the thing quite often. The most important 

thing, however, is being able to notice whenever somebody's trying to perform that 

trick on you and avoid being nudged. 

15. Have you ever been under the influence of propaganda yourself? (Including 

both computational propaganda and the one spread on the TV) 

- Yes, on V K . 

16. How do you get to know the news? Can you name some sources, please? 

- RIA, TASS, and a bunch of channels on Telegram. 

17. Do you follow any alternative news media (the international ones) such as BBC 

or CNN? 

- No. 

18. What do you think is the real problem of people being tricked by propaganda 

into believing something? 

- I do not think that the problem lies in those who are falling for propaganda. Ordinary 

people tend to blindly follow what they are being told and shown. The biggest 

problem of propaganda is its fabricating nature. Whenever it is spread, it is done in 

such a way that people believe it to be true, so it becomes quite complicated to find 

a light in the darkness. So, those spreading it are the ones to blame. 

19. According to your experience of using social networks, would you be able to 

say that the amount of computational propaganda has increased in the 

Russian-speaking part of the Internet after the start of the conflict in Ukraine? 

- It has surely increased. 

20. Do you believe that Russia has a goal of isolating Kazakhstan from Europe? 

- Maybe, but I do not think that they will succeed. 

21. What do you think is the future of VKontakte? 

- As V K will continue to be managed by Mail.ru group, the future will remain 

relatively cloudless with a lot of new users coming. After all, it is a successful media 

product. If we want the network to start changing something, a certain degree of 
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competition with a newly emerged competitor is essential. As of now, we are not 

able to see anything like that going on. 

22. Have you ever heard about the "Fabric of trolls"? 

- Yes. 

23. Do you have anything to say at the end of this interview? 

- No. 

8.2.3 Interview with Ivan 

1. What is your name and where are you from? 

- Ivan, Saint Petersburg, Russia. 

2. How old are you, and what is your occupation? 

- 23, student and actively working. 

3. Where do you currently live? 

- Prague, Czech Republic. 

4. What are the social media that you use? 

- V K , Instagram and Telegram. 

5. What is your experience of using VKontakte? 

- 10 years. 

6. Do you still use the social network? 

- Yes. 

7. If you still use the network, please tell me about the main functions for which 

you use it. 

- Cool emojis and many interesting communities. 

8. What is your general opinion about this social network? 

- Positive. 

9. Are you familiar with the concept of computational propaganda? 

- Yes. 

10. Have you ever come across it on any given platform yourself? 

- Yes. 

11. Have you ever heard about the existence of social bots on VKontakte? Have 

you ever come across them personally? 

- Yes. Whenever I see a post with the news about the current situation in the world, I 

inevitably see propaganda in the comment section below the post. 
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12. How did you identify that they were bots? 

- Identical messages that try to promote a given point of view whilst also using 

suspicious accounts. 

13. So if we would compare the platform then and now - is it better or worse today 

than it was 5 years ago? 

- In terms of functions, new opportunities and interfaces, I would rather say that the 

network has improved. On the contrary, when it comes to the quality of the content 

published there, I think that computational propaganda became more aggressive 

with endless bot battles in comments. Also, huge communities squander their 

reputation by posting something paid adverts of ambivalent nature. Consequently, 

those publications trigger bots to engage in open discussions, and moderators are 

happy about the chaos in the comment section and the increased activity. 

14. Do you think that propaganda somehow played a role in evolution of the 

platform? 

- It surely did. Since the government switched to computational propaganda, the 

quality of content drastically degenerated. Communities that had earlier been 

specializing in unique domains and topics (science, hardware, or gadgets) started to 

publish the content paid by the government. The newly published content does not 

anyhow belong to the main specialization of those communities. What does a 

publication about the events taking place in Ukraine have to do with Apple 

community about gadgets? This is just an outrage. 

15. Do you find a large number of social bots acceptable on social media? What is 

your general opinion about computational propaganda? 

- I do not find it acceptable. I think that it is harmful in the way that, for instance, a 

give agenda supported by an army of bots will prompt people to believe that is is 

true as a consequence of the herd instinct. As I see it, propaganda is already 

everywhere and I do not really have any particular opinion about it as a whole, but 

I just believe that it is vital to have your own point of view and stick to it. 

16. Have you ever been under the influence of propaganda yourself? (Including 

both computational propaganda and the one spread on the TV) 

- I would say yes. Propaganda has its toll on every one of us since the very young 

age. 

17. How do you get to know the news? Can you name some sources, please? 
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- Lentach, Topor. 

18. Do you follow any alternative news media (the international ones) such as BBC 

or CNN? 

- Yes, but I would not recommend believing everything that they are saying. Today, 

propaganda can be heard from both camps. 

19. What do you think is the real problem of people being tricked by propaganda 

into believing something? 

- Psychological instinct - there is no natural way to fight it, only to restrain it to some 

extent. 

20. According to your experience of using social networks, would you be able to 

say that the amount of computational propaganda has increased in the 

Russian-speaking part of the Internet after the start of the conflict in Ukraine? 

- I think that the amount increased 10-fold but not only from the Russian side, but 

from the Western one as well. 

21. Do you consider returning back to Russia? 

- I do not, as of now. 

22. What do you think is the future of VKontakte? 

- Given its recent decline due to the rise of other social networks as Instagram, V K , 

compared to that period, is slowly improving its position. Of course, the ban of 

alternative platforms had its toll. Prominent bloggers from Russia will be moving to 

V K with their huge audiences. 

23. Have you ever heard about the "Fabric of trolls"? 

- Yes, the Internet Research Agency. 

24. Do you have anything to say at the end of this interview? 

- Not really. 
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8.3 Tables 

Table 7, development of the total number of comments left by bots 

Date LIFE.ru RBK RIA RT REN TV Lentach 
16.07.2022 177,383 183,180 437,156 265,175 85,945 51,916 Saturday 
17.07.2022 178,585 184,142 439,874 266,719 86,547 51,974 Sunday 
18.07.2022 180,321 185,354 444,339 269,032 87,697 52,238 Monday 
19.07.2022 182,249 186,320 448,338 271,361 88,558 52,551 Tuesday 
20.07.2022 183,870 187,582 452,314 273,783 89,519 52,782 Wednesday 
21.07.2022 185,468 188,638 456,527 276,359 90,699 52,972 Thursday 
22.07.2022 187,085 189,642 460,168 278,960 91,775 53,171 Friday 
23.07.2022 188,428 190,235 463,299 280,475 92,558 53,283 Saturday 
24.07.2022 189,370 190,781 466,132 281,824 93,236 53,399 Sunday 
25.07.2022 190,591 191,565 469,330 283,733 93,762 53,705 Monday 
26.07.2022 192,061 192,400 473,401 285,955 94,696 53,768 Tuesday 
27.07.2022 193,884 193,431 476,847 288,323 95,632 54,047 Wednesday 
28.07.2022 195,298 194,341 480,049 290,165 96,623 54,232 Thursday 
29.07.2022 196,665 195,077 483,356 292,361 97,430 54,351 Friday 
30.07.2022 198,074 195,755 486,327 294,424 98,058 54,485 Saturday 
31.07.2022 198,989 196,324 488,938 295,798 98,729 54,569 Sunday 
01.08.2022 200,349 197,398 492,105 298,140 99,705 54,889 Monday 
02.08.2022 202,019 198,521 496,092 300,916 100,422 55,300 Tuesday 
03.08.2022 203,784 200,073 500,451 303,366 101,484 55,556 Wednesday 
04.08.2022 205,340 201,107 503,767 306,045 102,645 55,886 Thursday 
05.08.2022 207,000 201,980 506,454 308,650 103,901 55,951 Friday 
06.08.2022 207,798 202,485 509,190 310,396 104,674 56,039 Saturday 
07.08.2022 208,479 203,214 512,268 312,187 105,372 56,146 Sunday 
08.08.2022 209,702 204,323 515,805 315,023 106,422 56,314 Monday 
09.08.2022 211,336 205,190 518,738 317,976 107,366 56,542 Tuesday 
10.08.2022 212,957 206,454 523,071 321,124 108,359 56,674 Wednesday 
11.08.2022 214,400 207,623 527,746 324,052 109,830 56,917 Thursday 
12.08.2022 215,600 208,366 531,477 326,535 110,804 57,155 Friday 
13.08.2022 216,297 209,020 534,530 328,084 111,254 57,314 Saturday 
14.08.2022 216,819 209,415 538,288 329,643 111,971 57,381 Sunday 
15.08.2022 218,187 210,413 542,092 332,368 112,705 57,579 Monday 

Source: own processing 
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Table 8, daily change in comments left by social bots in six major communities 

Date Change Date 
LIFE.ru RBK RIA RT REN TV Lentach 

16.07.2022 - - - - - - Saturday 
17.07.2022 1,202 962 2,718 1,544 602 58 Sunday 
18.07.2022 1,736 1,212 4,465 2,313 1,150 264 Monday 
19.07.2022 1,928 966 3,999 2,329 861 313 Tuesday 
20.07.2022 1,621 1,262 3,976 2,422 961 231 Wednesday 
21.07.2022 1,598 1,056 4,213 2,576 1,180 190 Thursday 
22.07.2022 1,617 1,004 3,641 2,601 1,076 199 Friday 
23.07.2022 1,343 593 3,131 1,515 783 112 Saturday 
24.07.2022 942 546 2,833 1,349 678 116 Sunday 
25.07.2022 1,221 784 3,198 1,909 526 306 Monday 
26.07.2022 1,470 835 4,071 2,222 934 63 Tuesday 
27.07.2022 1,823 1,031 3,446 2,368 936 279 Wednesday 
28.07.2022 1,414 910 3,202 1,842 991 185 Thursday 
29.07.2022 1,367 736 3,307 2,196 807 119 Friday 
30.07.2022 1,409 678 2,971 2,063 628 134 Saturday 
31.07.2022 915 569 2,611 1,374 671 84 Sunday 
01.08.2022 1,360 1,074 3,167 2,342 976 320 Monday 
02.08.2022 1,670 1,123 3,987 2,776 717 411 Tuesday 
03.08.2022 1,765 1,552 4,359 2,450 1,062 256 Wednesday 
04.08.2022 1,556 1,034 3,316 2,679 1,161 330 Thursday 
05.08.2022 1,660 873 2,687 2,605 1,256 65 Friday 
06.08.2022 798 505 2,736 1,746 773 88 Saturday 
07.08.2022 681 729 3,078 1,791 698 107 Sunday 
08.08.2022 1,223 1,109 3,537 2,836 1,050 168 Monday 
09.08.2022 1,634 867 2,933 2,953 944 228 Tuesday 
10.08.2022 1,621 1,264 4,333 3,148 993 132 Wednesday 
11.08.2022 1,443 1,169 4,675 2,928 1,471 243 Thursday 
12.08.2022 1,200 743 3,731 2,483 974 238 Friday 
13.08.2022 697 654 3,053 1,549 450 159 Saturday 
14.08.2022 522 395 3,758 1,559 717 67 Sunday 
15.08.2022 1,368 998 3,804 2,725 734 198 Monday 

Average 1,360.13 907.77 3,497.87 2,239.77 892.00 188.77 
Total per month 39,436 26,235 101,132 64,468 26,026 5,465 

total average 
1,514.38 

Source: own processing 
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Table 9, growth rate of comments left by social bots 

Date Growth Rate Date 
LIFE.ru RBK RIA RT REN TV Lentach 

16.07.2022 - - - - - - Saturday 
17.07.2022 0.68% 0.53% 0.62% 0.58% 0.70% 0.11% Sunday 
18.07.2022 0.97% 0.66% 1.02% 0.87% 1.33% 0.51% Monday 
19.07.2022 1.07% 0.52% 0.90% 0.87% 0.98% 0.60% Tuesday 
20.07.2022 0.89% 0.68% 0.89% 0.89% 1.09% 0.44% Wednesday 
21.07.2022 0.87% 0.56% 0.93% 0.94% 1.32% 0.36% Thursday 
22.07.2022 0.87% 0.53% 0.80% 0.94% 1.19% 0.38% Friday 
23.07.2022 0.72% 0.31% 0.68% 0.54% 0.85% 0.21% Saturday 
24.07.2022 0.50% 0.29% 0.61% 0.48% 0.73% 0.22% Sunday 
25.07.2022 0.64% 0.41% 0.69% 0.68% 0.56% 0.57% Monday 
26.07.2022 0.77% 0.44% 0.87% 0.78% 1.00% 0.12% Tuesday 
27.07.2022 0.95% 0.54% 0.73% 0.83% 0.99% 0.52% Wednesday 
28.07.2022 0.73% 0.47% 0.67% 0.64% 1.04% 0.34% Thursday 
29.07.2022 0.70% 0.38% 0.69% 0.76% 0.84% 0.22% Friday 
30.07.2022 0.72% 0.35% 0.61% 0.71% 0.64% 0.25% Saturday 
31.07.2022 0.46% 0.29% 0.54% 0.47% 0.68% 0.15% Sunday 
01.08.2022 0.68% 0.55% 0.65% 0.79% 0.99% 0.59% Monday 
02.08.2022 0.83% 0.57% 0.81% 0.93% 0.72% 0.75% Tuesday 
03.08.2022 0.87% 0.78% 0.88% 0.81% 1.06% 0.46% Wednesday 
04.08.2022 0.76% 0.52% 0.66% 0.88% 1.14% 0.59% Thursday 
05.08.2022 0.81% 0.43% 0.53% 0.85% 1.22% 0.12% Friday 
06.08.2022 0.39% 0.25% 0.54% 0.57% 0.74% 0.16% Saturday 
07.08.2022 0.33% 0.36% 0.60% 0.58% 0.67% 0.19% Sunday 
08.08.2022 0.59% 0.55% 0.69% 0.91% 1.00% 0.30% Monday 
09.08.2022 0.78% 0.42% 0.57% 0.94% 0.89% 0.40% Tuesday 
10.08.2022 0.77% 0.62% 0.84% 0.99% 0.92% 0.23% Wednesday 
11.08.2022 0.68% 0.57% 0.89% 0.91% 1.36% 0.43% Thursday 
12.08.2022 0.56% 0.36% 0.71% 0.77% 0.89% 0.42% Friday 
13.08.2022 0.32% 0.31% 0.57% 0.47% 0.41% 0.28% Saturday 
14.08.2022 0.24% 0.19% 0.70% 0.48% 0.64% 0.12% Sunday 
15.08.2022 0.63% 0.48% 0.71% 0.83% 0.66% 0.35% Monday 

Average 0.69% 0.5% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 0.3% 

total average 
0.65% 

Source: own processing based on formula (2) 
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